Haverford is calling on its
alumni and friends to help
complete the largest capital
fund drive in the College's
history.
The goal is to raise $20
million to support the endowment and operational needs of
the College.

To reach it, Haverford
must raise $1 million by June
30. Students will be calling
to ask you for a campaign
contribution. Your generous
gift—in addition to Annual
Giving—will help Haverford:
❑ Increase its endowment

❑ Provide funds for physica
improvements;
❑ Sustain student scholarship and financial assistance programs.
Please answer the call.
Support the Campaign for
Haverford.
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Letters

Minorities
To the Editor:
This is just a note to say that I thought
your article on "Minorities at Haverford"
was exceptionally fine—perceptive,
thoughtful, and honest. It is a credit to
your publication and to Haverford.
David Morgan '60
Middletown, Conn.
To the Editor:
I read your article, "Minorities at Haverford," with great appreciation since I
am a graduate of Bryn Mawr (Class of
'76). The picture you present is very
encouraging.
Beth Brown BMC '76
Philadelphia, Pa.
To the Editor:
I recently read your piece on "Minorities" in the autumn Horizons, and
learned much from it. It's very well done.
Jerry Gollub
Professor of Physics

A tear
To the Editor:
Congratulations on yet another excellent Horizons, a particularly fine one.
Your own articles are splendidly written,
and Ron Jenkins's article was such a
beautiful account that I was moved to
tears.
John Davison '51
Ruth M. Magill Professor of Music

A plea
To the Editor:
I wish to commend you again for
another excellent issue of Horizons and
your own very perceptive article, "Minorities at Haverford." You seem to
possess the admirable facility for arousing interest in the subject at hand by
"defining" it in a clear, easily understood, sympathetic presentation, as well
as evidencing such thorough research as
to leave one with a complete "picture"
or "history" of the subject matter. I
think you are doing a superb job in "educating" the alumni and, hopefully, some
of the students, faculty, and staff also! I
am amazed at how well you catch the
feelings of the Haverford community
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and changes in mood at various periods
in the life of the College. It would seem
that you would have had "to have been
there" yourself!
I trust you will believe in the sincerity
of the above praise and that it was not
something offered to influence you on
what follows. . . . The italicized type you
have chosen to use for names is . . . difficult to read at a glance, especially if
one no longer possesses 20/20 vision! . .
I do implore you to at least set the
names in bold type for my benefit and, I
would believe, for many others.
Paul W. Ohl '27
Wynnewood, Pa.

Come forward
To the Editor:
Recently I received a clipping from an
Horizons article in the mail. A message
was written on the clipping, but the writer neglected to sign his name.
Because I believe that the clipping
may have come from an alumnus and
because I would like to communicate
with him, I am hoping that he will read
this letter and respond to me.
William W. Ambler '45
Director of Admissions

A remembrance
To the Editor:
In early September I received a notice
from Linnea Austad, the wife of Ragnar
Austad '47, that [her husband] had died .
. . in Oslo. . . . Ragnar was some 10 years
older than most of us in the class, which
would have made him about 64 today. He
was one of our classmates whom I was
fortunate to have known through rather
unusual events and I would like to share
them with you as a eulogy to him.
On the 30th of January, 1933, Adolf
Hitler came to power in Germany. This
was an event which touched all of our
lives. Shortly after that, one of the earliest concentration camps was opened . . .
at Sachsenhausen, Germany, about 25
miles outside of Berlin. . . . Its specialty
during the war was the execution of
Russian prisoners. Many thousands of
Russians were executed at the camp.
. . . Many thousands of other prisoners,
however, were kept in a state of starvation . . . and Ragnar happened to be one

of these. How he came to spend two
years in a German concentration camp
from 1943 to 1945 is of great interest.
When I met Ragnar at Haverford
College, he was about 30 years of age.
He was just recovering from his experiences with the Nazis. Ragnar had been
part of the Norwegian underground. His
job, he told me, was to synchronize the
resistance units of a section of Norway.
As a leader of the resistance he had
memorized the names of the leaders of
his many resistance cells. After the
Nazis captured him in late 1942 or early
1943, they tortured him with the intent
of finding out who these cell leaders
were. He never divulged this information. They also, it is my impression, captured his father and brother who were
sentenced to death and sent to Germany for execution. The ship carrying
the execution orders across the Kattegat from Norway to Denmark was sunk,
however, and subsequent orders were
never issued. Accordingly, they arrived
in Germany as detainees without records, but were apparently considered to
be enemy aliens. It may also have been
important that they were Aryans.
Ragnar [weighed] about 90 pounds at
the time of his release from the camp.
He was taken to Sweden for rehabilitation in April of 1945, when Count Folke
Bernadotte came from that country to
release all Scandinavian prisoners being
held by the Nazis. Ragnar showed physical signs of his experience at Sachsenhausen when he first played soccer at
Haverford. Although he was an excellent player, he still had clamp marks on
his shins where clamps had been applied
. . . and tightened with the intent of
causing sufficient pain so that he would
release information.
One wonders how Ragnar came to
the United States and to Haverford. It is
my impression that his family had had
contact with a former Haverford student, Frank Nelson '31, [when] Frank
had been an exchange student in Norway in the '30s. . . . [In any case, when
Ragnar returned to] Norway, he became
professor of English at Sogne College.
His wife, Linnea, has been working as a
social worl;cer with families. Their oldest
son, John, 30, is an attorney. Their second son, Paul, 26, is involved in the building-construction trade, and a daughter,
Tinalyn, 23, is a musician.
It is with regret that we note Ragnar's
passing. He is the first member of our
class to leave the world as we know it.
As is typical of so many Haverfordians,
he has made a significant contribution to
society, not only from his experience at
Haverford, but from his experience
which preceded Haverford and followed
it. He will be missed.
George Nicklin '47
Garden City, N.Y.

Perspective
On Sabbaticals

A sabbatical is a leave with pay
for research and renewal after six
years of teaching. The concept can
be traced to Mosaic law, which
prescribed the seventh year as a
year of rest. But the modern practice of periodically releasing professors from their classroom responsibilities to travel and pursue scholarly
interests is just 100 years old.
It dates from the transformation
of American higher education in the
late 19th century. Taking the German university as a model, academics in this country began to place
increasing emphasis on research.
The contemplative implications of
Wissenschaft, the morally imperative study of things for themselves,
were ignored by American educators of the era who almost always
assumed that "investigation" meant
something specifically scientific. But
the Teutonic emphasis on rigorous
and precise examination of particulars impressed them. As a method,
it was applicable to a broad range
of phenomena, and academics of
every stripe came to view the process of scholarly inquiry as a positive good. To do research, however,
an occasional leave in addition to
summer holidays seemed essential,
and in 1880 Harvard first granted
sabbaticals. Within 50 years the custom had spread to many smaller colleges, including Haverford.
Under present College policy
faculty members are eligible for sabbatical leaves of either one semester
with full pay or one year with half
pay after six years of service. After
three years, they may take one semester at half pay or, with full pay,
if the leave is "in residence," which
means a professor teaches one
course and carries on advisory duties. Leaves without pay may be
granted in addition to sabbaticals to
allow faculty members to take advantage of opportunities which will
be professionally rewarding. It is not
unusual for 15 percent of the faculty
to be away during any given semester, their courses covered by tem-

porary appointments or their Haverford and Bryn Mawr colleagues.
The kinds of projects in which
faculty involve themselves during
sabbaticals may include new areas
of investigation or continuation of
long-standing pursuits. In almost all
cases, professors will spend part of
their leaves reading extensively
in their fields—and some may engage in studies designed to prepare
them for teaching new courses.
A seminar in contemporary
French politics offered by Patrick
McCarthy for the first time this term
grew out of an unusual three-year
leave the French scholar enjoyed
from 1976 to 1979. "It was extremely
generous of the College to grant me
two years of unpaid leave on top of
my sabbatical," he says, explaining
how a sabbatic affiliation with the
Johns Hopkins Center for Foreign
Policy Research in Washington led
to an appointment at the university's
Institute in Bologna. Long interested
in the relationship between literature
and politics, McCarthy (the author
of a critically-acclaimed book on Celine) is now writing about the ties
between European intellectuals and
the French and Italian left. His new
course draws on observations he
made in France during the election
of 1978 and in Italy at the time of
the 1979 election.
Psychology professor Sidney
Perloe is also teaching a course, a
freshman seminar in sociobiology,
which draws directly on his most
recent sabbatic experience. Last
year he undertook a major observational study of the social behavior of
squirrel monkeys at the California
Primate Research Center at the
University of California at Davis. "I
was trained in human social psychology," Perloe says, "but I think there
are some determinants of human
behavior that we share with animals.
To understand what they are, we
need a comparative framework."
Occasionally the setting or work
of one sabbatical will lead to the
research pursued during the next

leave. In 1971-72, historian Linda
Gerstein lived in Moscow and Prague
where she studied pre-revolutionary
socialist politics. While there, she
became interested in Russian architecture, and last year returned to
study the iconography of urbanization in turn-of-the-century Russia.
During her sabbatical, Gerstein
added to what is now a collection of
about 6,000 slides and, in an innovative turn to new technology, is using
a computer to catalog them. The
program she is developing will help
her analyze and retrieve data for the
purposes of both writing and
teaching.
Gerstein was based in Warsaw
during her leave, and a joint grant
from the American Council of
Learned Societies—Social Sciences
Research Council and the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, as well as one
from the Whitehead Fund for Faculty Development, financed her
travels through Russian Poland and
a two-month stay in Moscow.
Another example of outside
support for Haverford faculty is the
grant economist Holland Hunter has
this year from the National Council
for Research on the USSR and
Eastern Europe. He is spending his
leave on campus where he is using
Haverford's computer to "fine-tune"
his quantitative analysis of prewar
Soviet economic expansion. Hunter
calls it "parsing the past," and notes
that "because the subject matter in
every discipline is evolving rapidly,
any faculty which does not have
time for ongoing study loses its
competitive standing."
Sid Perloe says: "You can get
just so far teaching yourself. There
comes a point at which you need
day-to-day interaction with the leaders in your field."
Gerstein uses the phrase "absolutely vital" in describing the importance of leaves for research, and
adds: "Getting away from teaching
always shows me how greatly I
value teaching." McCarthy views
sabbaticals "as at least as important
as the library."
Given a relatively young, heavily tenured faculty, unlikely to increase much in size over the next
two decades, the continuing vitality
of the Haverford classroom may
well be tied to a seventh year free of
M.A.M.
classroom assignments.
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Campus Briefs

A College committee is at work
assessing Haverford's resources for
the purpose of planning realistically
for its future. Formed at the request
of President Robert Stevens, it is
called the Long Range Planning
Committee and is chaired by Acting
Provost Colin MacKay.
Members include Haverford
managers John Jones, David Stokes
'44, and Edwin Tuttle '49, along with
the following campus representatives: Richard J. Bernstein, T.
Wistar Brown Professor of Philosophy; Elizabeth Cohen '80; Vernon
L. Francis '81; Gregory Kannerstein
'63, associate dean; Suzanne K.
Newhall, science bibliographer, and
Bruce Partridge, professor of
astronomy.
In convening the committee,
MacKay pointed out that any discussion of planning at the College
must begin with recognition of its
"academic excellence and distinctive
Quaker character and go forward
with a resolve to maintain Haverford's position of leadership in
American higher education."
He went on to say that along
with other institutions, the College
will be compelled "to make some
difficult choices if it wants to shape
its own future. Failure to choose will
ensure that the Haverford of the future will be formed by forces outside
its control," the acting provost predicted.
In seeking advice, Stevens is
not merely asking the planning
group to help balance the College's
budget. Its charge is to explore alternate ways to assure the maintenance of Haverford's traditional
concerns and mission.

More Bryn Mawrters
Bryn Mawr's board of trustees
has accepted the recommendation of
the Bryn Mawr administration for a
4 Haverford Horizons

Waqwwis as

Planning committee
to advise president

The Corporation also approved
a resolution passed by the board in
September to amend the Charter of
the Corporation so that the president of the College would be a member ex officio of the board and a
member of the Corporation during
the president's term in office.
On the same day as the Corporation meeting, the board of managers held an organizational meeting.
The following officers were reelected: John C. Whitehead '43,
chairman; Benjamin S. Loewenstein
'34 and Edwin E. Tuttle '49, vice
chairmen; and John Wells Gould
'61, secretary.
Landrum R. Bolling, Mary
Esther Dasenbrock, and Bernard G.
Palitz are the new members of the
board of managers. Bolling, who is
president of the Council on Foundations in New York, is a former president of Earlham College. He earned
a B.A. at the University of Tennessee and an M.A. at the University of
Chicago. The recipient of honorary
co degrees from 17 colleges and universities including Haverford, he is a
member of Indiana Yearly Meeting.
Dasenbrock is executive director of the World Federalists, Baltimore Area Council. She graduated
Cohn MacKay: The College faces "difficult
from Vassar College in 1943 and
choices."
two years later received an M.A.
from Haverford as a member of the
Relief and Reconstruction unit, a
small, planned expansion of the coltemporary program which trained
lege to 1,200 undergraduates over
volunteers to assist with the social
the next three to four years. There
and economic problems of postwar
are 1,000 women currently enrolled
Europe and Asia. She is a member
at Bryn Mawr. According to a colof the executive committee of the
lege spokeswoman, Bryn Mawr has
Friends Council on National Legislataken this step to keep the institution and of Stony Run (Maryland)
tion viable during inflationary times
Meeting.
and to improve diversity of interest
Palitz is chairman of the board
in the student body. The gradual inand chief executive officer of Comcrease will be carefully monitored to
mercial Alliance Corporation in New
gauge its effect on the total college
York. He received a B.S. from Mascommunity. It is expected that Bryn
sachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mawr's student/faculty ratio will rise
His son, B. Gregory Jr., graduated
from 8:1 to approximately 10.5:1.
from Haverford in 1975.

Election results
Freshman women
At its annual meeting in October, the Corporation of Haverford
College re-elected for one-year
terms the following officers: J. Morris Evans '43, president; J. Howard
Marshall '26, vice president; Maurice
A. Webster Jr. '39, treasurer; and
John F. Gummere '22, secretary.

Seven women have been admitted early decision to the Class of
1984, according to an admissions office count made early in January.
"I'm particularly pleased that four
are members of Haverford's 'natural'
family," says director of admissions

William W. Ambler '45. "They include
the daughter of an alumnus and the
sisters of three current Haverford
students."
By the first of the year, some
400 women had visited the campus
to speak to Ambler and his staff.
Overall, interviews are up 40 percent from last year. Although the
College has no quota, it is expected
that one-fourth of this fall's freshman class may be women.

Photography symposium
In the early part of the 20th
century, Lewis Wickes Hine followed thousands of newly-arrived
immigrants with his camera. Although documenting the squalor of
their living and working conditions
in America's industrial cities, he
never failed to portray the dignity of
these struggling newcomers.
The social and artistic significance of Hine's work was examined
by art historians, authors, and photography critics at Haverford in midNovember. About 150 people attended the two-day series of
discussions which comprised the
first major symposium devoted to
Hine's work.
In conjunction with the lectures,
an exhibit of 50 original Hine photographs of child laborers was shown
in the Comfort Gallery. The prints
were the gift of Samuel Stern, a
Washington lawyer. But now Haverford owns six additional prints. They
were the gift of two symposium participants, Walter and Naomi Rosenblum, who were personal friends of
the photographer.

leges "to help students and faculty
see the progression and development of an author's writing career.
It's rewarding," the bibliophile says,
"to know that I'm providing them
with a resource of value."

Class of '83
A freshman class of 245 students boosted total enrollment to
983, just shy of the College's expansion goal of 1,000.
The new students hail from 204
different schools in 24 states, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and six
foreign countries. Within the United
States, approximately 67 percent reside in the Middle Atlantic region, 11
percent in the Northeast, 10 percent
in the Midwest, and 4 percent each
in the West Coast and the South.
Eighteen members of the Class
of 1983 are sons of alumni, and 19
are brothers of alumni or current
students. Seven belong to the Society of Friends.

Fast for Cambodia
To help alleviate the plight of
the homeless and starving refugees
in Cambodia, 940 Haverford and
Bryn Mawr students skipped all
three meals one day last November
and raised $2,500.
The money was used to buy
food for immediate shipment. It was
also the hope of the College Quaker
Activities Committee (QUAC), organizers of the fast, that the relief
effort would "get people thinking
about the larger problems of equitable food distribution around the
world."

Book collections
Frank Harrington of Wayne,
Pennsylvania, has given his collections of books by Archibald
MacLeish and William McFee
to Haverford's Magill Library.
Harrington's gift includes virtually
everything written by McFee, a British-born ship's engineer-turned-author, and the poet and essayist
MacLeish.
A retired INA executive, Harrington began collecting books 16
years ago, and now donates his
carefully acquired collections to col-

Externs sample careers
During spring vacation this
March, one group of Haverford students will not be hitting the ski
slopes or southern beaches. Instead,
they will be getting a taste of the
working world in a field they anticipate entering after graduation.
Through an extern program, sponsored by Haverford's career planning office, the students will be observing professionals in a wide range
of occupations.

"As externs, students get a real
feel for the environment of the career they're considering," says
Dorothy Blanchard, director of career planning. "The experience
helps them decide whether that field
seems right for them."
Externs spend about a week in
the offices of alumni (and some parents and board members) who work
in areas that interest them. Last
year 67 students were placed in externships, representing a 55 percent
increase in student participation
since the program's inception in
1975.
Alumni sponsors have volunteered from the fields of law, education, health care, government, journalism, business, and architecture.
Each extern's role varies with his or
her sponsor. Students have acted as
assistants, researchers, observers,
or special projects workers during
their brief stint in the professional
world.
Ronald R. Reno Jr.'54, for example, sometimes puts up visiting
students in his home, arranges for
them to spend time in law school
classes, in federal and state courts,
and in his office where they can sit
in on depositions and conferences
with clients. The fOrmer Alumni Association president says he enjoys
the experience as much as the externs, but he admits that a few days'
exposure won't give the students
the complete picture. "At least they
leave with a more realistic idea of
what being a lawyer is all about,"
Reno says. "They see that it's not all
romance but has its aspects of
boredom as well."
Beside gaining new insights
about their prospective careers,
externs also make valuable contacts
in their field which can lead to
summer jobs or full-time positions
after graduation.

Resignations
Mary Ann Meyers, director of
college relations and editor of Horizons, will leave in March to accept
the position of secretary of the University of Pennsylvania.
Also resigning is Karla SpurlockEvans, director of minority affairs
and associate dean of the College, who
will move to Chicago this summer.
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T

he hugeness of the questions
thrill us. How did the universe
begin? What is its structure?
Will it last forever?
Fleeing the terrors of ignorance,
human beings at first made myths to
explain the world in which they
found themselves. Then science proclaimed a universe of laws open to
discovery. But until very recently, discourse about the origin, the extent,
the scale, the gross properties, and
the destiny of the universe was left
to philosophers—and wool-gatherers.
Today, however, questions
which once seemed far beyond the
scope of practical investigation are
yielding slowly to scientific inquiry.
As we enter the 1980s, our theoretical understanding and our technology have advanced to the point
where astronomers and physicists
can begin to unravel the subtleties
of cosmic evolution.
At Haverford, cosmology is the
domain of Bruce Partridge, a former
Rhodes Scholar who holds an A.B.
from Princeton and a D.Phil. from
Oxford. With the aid of his father, a
regular Army officer, Partridge built
his first telescope at the age of 14,
using Army surplus parts. He spent
the next dozen years trying to decide if he wanted to be a physicist
or a historian, and upon choosing
physics, wrote his dissertation on a
problem in quantum mechanics dealing with the interaction of atoms
and light. He taught physics at
Princeton from 1965 to 1970 when
he came to Haverford as an associate professor of astronomy. "The
College's Quaker conscience appealed to me," he says, "so I decided to see if I could stay alive as a
research scientist here."
Partridge joined Louis Green in
a department which dates from Haverford's earliest days when John
Gummere taught astronomy in a
small wooden observatory—the second building constructed on the
campus. At that time Kepler's Laws
of planetary motion and Newton's
Principia were still defining legitimate
problems and methods of research
in the field. Little more than a half
century earlier, Sir William Herschel
had discovered Uranus, the first
planet identified since antiquity, and
in 1838, four years after Gummere
became superintendent of the College, Friedrich Besse] announced

the first authentic measurement of
the distance of a star. Astronomers
were concerned with the motions
and position of celestial bodies. The
telescopes they used were small by
today's standards, and in 1852 when
Haverford erected a larger observatory and purchased a telescope, the
instrument's eight-inch aperture
made it one of the largest telescopes
then in use in America.
The focus of astronomical attention was our own Milky Way. Its
stars are the only ones visible to the
naked eye, and astronomers in the
19th and early 20th centuries
showed little interest in the nebulous-appearing systems which we
now know lie outside it. With the
advent of more precise and effective
methods of measuring stellar distance, however, scientists began to
explore the space beyond the boundaries of our galaxy.
Large optical telescopes, newer
radio telescopes, which catch and
concentrate radio waves from stars
and interstellar space much as optical telescopes collect light waves,
and, most recently, gamma-ray and
X-ray telescopes used on artificial
satellites to detect forms of electromagnetic radiation which do not easily penetrate the atmosphere of
Earth—these increasingly sensitive
"eyes" of astronomy enable us to
"see" out great distances. "We now
know," Bruce Partridge says, "that
most of the matter of the universe
appears to be concentrated in stars.
The stars, held together by gravitation, are clustered in galaxies. A typical galaxy contains billions of individual stars, and frequently galaxies
themselves are grouped together
into clusters. These are the largest
aggregates of matter we can be certain exist stably in the universe."
The distances in space are
huge. To avoid writing awkwardly
large numbers, astronomers use a
unit of distance called the light year,
which is some six trillion miles—the
distance light can travel in a year at
the speed of 186,000 miles per second. In these units, the distance between stars in the Milky Way is typically a few light years. "If we used
an orange to represent the sun and
placed it in Rome," Partridge explains, "the next nearest stars on
such a scale would be represented
by oranges in Oslo and Baghdad."

The size of our galaxy as a whole is
something on the order of 100,000
light years, and the average distance
between galaxies is roughly three
million light years. "You can see,"
Haverford's professor of astronomy
says, "that the universe is very
empty.
"We appear to live," he emphasizes, "in quite an average place."
Since Copernicus overturned
Ptolemaic astronomy, of course,
human beings have had to give up
the idea that the earth is the center
of the universe. Still, Partridge's
point is that the laws which pertain
in the small cosmic corner we
inhabit seem representative of the
whole.

T

he question of the universe's
origin is dealt with in the earliest myths of every culture. The
ancient Greeks believed the goddess
Eurynome arose from an unfathomable space called Chaos and, mating
with a serpent, laid the universal egg
from which came all things. In India,
the primordial giant Prajapat was said
to have brought into being a golden
egg containing not only the divisions
of the universe, but the gods, the
demons, and all humanity. Ghanaian
stories speak of the sky-god Odomankomo who created the world
with hammer and chisel from inert
matter, after which Ngame, the
moon-goddess, brought it to life.
Most of these myths extrapolate from the human experience of
reproduction. But the Israelites held
that God alone was author of the
creation. Writing in the first century
B.C., Lucretius brought together
ideas of Democritus and Epicurus
into the first significant materialistic
cosmogony. He posited an eternal
and infinite universe not bounded in
any direction.
And there matters more or less
rested for centuries. Viewing space
and time as separate and absolute,
Newton held the universe to be
inert and unchanging. Einstein,
however, suggested an interpretation of events in a four-dimensional
space-time continuum whose properties are determined by the presence of matter. Because light travels
at a definite speed, when we look
out in space we look back in time.
Either an expanding or contracting
universe is possible according to the
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Notes From A Norwegian Diary
by Carl Sangree '79

January 24 Skibotn
I am here at the Observatory to
help one of Jan-Erik's graduate students make some observations. Last
night one of us stood upstairs under
the open dome to rotate the telescope filters and keep the instrument properly aimed. The other
stayed below checking the computer
printout and defrosting with hot
cups of coffee. Needless to say, we
frequently switched places.
January 26 Lavka Leir
Bruce and I left the Skibotn
Observatory with Sven at the wheel
of the VW bus. The road between
Skibotn and Finland is cut into the
side of a mountain a few hundred
feet above a river. Finally we
reached our drop point at the base
of the mountain station, four miles
off the main road and halfway between the construction camps. The
way was clear but there were sections where there were 12-foot walls
of snow on both sides of the road.
After unpacking the snowmobile and loading the sledge, we
started up the mountain. Half way
up we hit a mogul that launched
everybody and everything in all directions. Got to be more careful.
Bruce and I spent the rest of
the day installing ourselves and the
equipment. About 5:30 p.m. we decided to head for the hot meals, hot
showers, and well-heated rooms at
the upper construction camp. We
stumbled out into the darkness,
clothed to the point of uncoordination. After a brief search in a howling wind we found the snow scooter
and after several tugs it started.
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January 17 Troms0
Arrived in Troms0 last night
after an exhausting 36-hour trainbus-ferry trip from Oslo. We traveled for the most part on iced
roads where pedestrians skated
along on specially designed stand up
sleds instead of risking the footing.

Two-and-a-half blind, cold, and very
exciting miles later we arrived at the
camp. I think Partridge must be
equipped with radar.
January 30
Beautiful clear day today. The
only thing missing was the sun. I
spent half of the day on the mountain
staking a snowmobile trail. About
12:30 p.m. I skiied home. Bruce
stayed to tinker with the electronics.
February 3
Calm day, at last. But we
couldn't start the snowmobile for
love or money. The poor thing was
absolutely impacted with snow. Opening the hood was like taking the
top off of a snow drift. Got a lift up
to the mountain in one of the company snow tracks. After few hours
with the equipment we decided to
ski back. It was a fast trip down the
mountain since all the surface
powder had been blown away or
compacted into crust. Half out of
control I passed Bruce. When I finally managed to stop, I turned
around to see him execute an absolutely bone-crushing dive.
Tomorrow I head back to
Troms$ for some R&R.

theory of general relativity, and what
is presently the case must be established by observation. But at first
even Einstein himself rejected the
concept of a dynamic cosmos.
In the 1920s, however, two
American astronomers made startling observations. Vesto Slipher
found that almost all the galaxies
within the range of his medium-sized
telescope were moving away from
the earth. Using a 100-inch telescope, Edwin Hubble confirmed
Slipher's discovery and determined
that the galaxies on the outer rim of
visibility appeared to be receding at
higher speed. The implication of
Hubble's work was that the universe
was dynamic—that it was expanding. "In light of Einstein's theory,"
Partridge says, "we know that the
galaxies do not move through some
preexisting space; rather, space itself is expanding, carrying the galaxies with it like small dots of color on
a balloon filling with air."
If the galaxies are moving apart,
logic leads to the conclusion that at
an earlier time they must have been
closer together than they are today.
"The singular instant at which the
density was formally infinite can be
taken," Haverford's cosmologist
says, "as the beginning of the universe. According to the latest measurements of the speeds and distances of the galaxies, it originated
10 to 20 billion years ago."
The lower estimate is the result
of calculations announced just this
past fall by astronomers who used a
new yardstick to determine cosmological distance. They concluded
that the universe is expanding about
twice as fast as previously believed
and therefore is roughly half as old
as once thought. Still venerable
describes the creation, and whatever
its age, Partridge says that modern
science "can make fairly definite
statements about what the universe
was like back to its first millionth of
a second."
Letting their imaginations run
backward in time, like rewinding a
motion picture, cosmologists form a
mental image of galaxies coming
into contact, their materials mixing
until the matter of the universe is
packed together at high temperature
under enormous pressure. It is an
inconceivable state of concentration
at the end of a narrowing funnel.

But under what circumstances
did cosmic expansion start? Working in the 1930s, the Belgian astronomer Ab1:4 Georges Lemaitre proposed that the universe began in
"fireworks." He pictured a "primeval
atom" that disintegrated, sending
matter flying apart. In 1948 the Russian-born American George Gamow
coined the term "big bang" for the
violent genesis theory. He proposed,
however, that in its original state the
universe was almost pure radiant
energy with only traces of matter.
Using the newly developed hydrogen bomb as a model, he pictured a
beginning from "very dense overheated neutron gas," which cooled
rapidly to form elements until radiation was overwhelmed by matter.
Science cannot recapture the
state beyond the monobloc. If sensitive enough instruments should ever
be developed, Gamow predicted
that we should be able to detect
remnants of the primordial fireball,
but the evidence necessary for a
scientific inquiry into the cause of
creation was destroyed in the searing heat of the very explosion which
brought the universe into being. The
universe is an effect without apparent explanation—we cannot even
know whether it is the product of
some prior event which it is not
given to us to discover.
The concept of a universe
which began abruptly and inexplicably, however, posed philosophical
problems for a number of scientists.
About the same time Gamow published his big bang theory, a group
of British astronomers put forth
what is known as the "steady state"
theory. In an attempt to show that
the universe is expanding and yet
eternal, they suggested that matter
is created continuously out of nothing at just the rate to ensure constant cosmic density. No longer
would space grow emptier as galaxies rushed apart. The universe of
the steady-state theorists is without
beginning and without end. It has
always been more or less as it is
now.
Comforting as this notion may
be, it has not held up in the light of
recent developments in observational astronomy. "The first sort of
new evidence which could be
brought to bear on cosmological
questions," according to Partridge,

"was painstakingly gathered by radio
astronomers in the 1950s and early
'60s." Their giant instruments,
hundreds of feet in diameter, can
eavesdrop on the physical processes
occurring farther away, thus farther
in the past, than those which can be
observed optically. What they detect
are radio sources, and they have detected more sources far removed in
space and time than are consistent
with the concept of an unchanging
universe. "It appears," Partridge
says, "that some kind of objects,
such as quasars, were more numerous in the past than they are now."
The discovery he describes as
lending the coup de grace to the
steady-state hypothesis was made in
1965. Arno Penzias and Robert
Wilson, two physicists at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, inadvertently
discovered the cosmic background
radiation which substantiates the
theory of a sudden, fiery creation.
Using equipment built in connection
with a communications satellite project, they detected a residual warmth
from the explosion that gave birth
to the universe. Observed as lowlevel static in the microwave region
of the spectrum, it seemed to come
more or less equally from all directions. At length Penzias and Wilson
concluded that their radio telescope
antenna had indeed picked up a
relic signal, which echoed physical
conditions existing at the very moment of creation.
In the aftermath of the big bang,
scientists believe that elementary
particles—electrons and protons—
united to form the simplest and
most abundant element, hydrogen.
From clouds of gas, galaxies arise as
a result, perhaps, of a process of
contraction and condensation in
which gravitational energy is converted into electromagnetic and
thermal energy. The physical details
are obscure because the most distant galaxies are too faint to be photographed even using the light-gathering power of the world's largest
telescope. Indeed there do not appear to be any very young galaxies.
Stars within them are, of course,
still being born and dying, but the
galaxies themselves are old, forged
from primordial coagulations in the
dim, dense past.
Bruce Partridge is attempting to
pierce the veil of time in a continu-

ing experiment involving a search
for "lumps" in the cosmic background. In 1977, the Haverford professor and a student, Hubert Martin
'78 who became a Marshall Scholar,
used the radio telescope at Greenbank, West Virginia, to look for variations in intensity of radiation, which
would signal variations in the distribution of matter, in the universe's
first million years. "We didn't find
any lumps," Partridge says, "but we
continue to think they ought to be
there—the precursors of galaxies.
And if we ever do find them, they
will tell us something about the formation and early evolution of largescale cosmic structures."
Evidence of the variation in radiation Partridge seeks would reach
him in the form of radio waves. And
in January and February of 1979, at
the beginning of a sabbatical, and
again this past December, he went
to Norway to continue his search.
"The idea was to work in a
place where vapor in the earth's atmosphere would be frozen out. The
vapor, in the form of clouds, can
easily mask the variations we're
looking for, or even mislead us by
imitating them. By going to a mountain top, 250 miles north of the Arctic Circle, however, I hoped to do a
cheap, ground-based experiment
that would more or less mimic the
results you might get by literally
going above the earth's atmosphere
with a satellite. Unfortunately, last
winter, during the two months of
`continuous night' I had set aside for
observation, the weather was unseasonably warm. Temperatures,
hovering about zero, weren't cold
enough to eliminate water vapor
from the atmosphere. There were
only a few clear days—too few to
collect sufficient, reliable data."
Over the Christmas holiday this
year, Partridge had equally bad luck.
"I got the equipment set up," he
says, "and then watched the temperature soar to record-breaking highs
—above 50° F. in nearby places. But
I'm still hoping for an 80° temperature drop and some good data."
The small radio telescope the
Haverford cosmologist used in Norway was built at the College by
Thomas Davis, an assistant to the
science departments. On both trips,
moreover, he was accompanied by
continued on page 26
Haverford
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W

riting an essay several years
ago on the purpose and ideal
function of a college English department got me thinking about
some questions that went beyond
the usual old rags and bones of
courses and curricula that we nudge
about into new rearrangements from
year to year. Suppose something
impossible: that we English professors ever did stumble on the perfect
plan, so that all our students read
the best books in the best way—
would it make any difference to
them? Would it do them any good?
Does the experience of reading
great literature favorably affect the
quality of your life? Does it make
you a wiser or better person?
It is embarrassing to ask questions like these in public, and uncomfortable to try to answer them.
For one thing, the questions are so
unfashionable in these days of sanctified avarice and anxious vocationalism, when many young people see
their salvation not in wisdom or
virtue but in the Sacred Six Figures.
And such questions make many of
us fidget miserably in a bleak century where we sit around trying
hard to remember or reconstruct
what it was exactly people once
meant when they said "wise" or
"good" or even "quality of life." We
could better debate whether literature has a moral effect if we recognized a moral effect when we saw
one.
Yet we can readily believe that
people in earlier centuries would
have answered our questions with a
confident "Yes," because education
for hundreds of years was in fact
entirely founded on the study of
imaginative literature. The traditional
classical education consisted of little
else, especially if one regards the
ancient historians as the creative
writers (historical novelists?) they
undoubtedly were. And people then
said, resoundingly and often, that
the goal of education was to impose
on the young the moral discipline

Edward Irving is a 1944 graduate of
the College and a professor of English at the University of Pennsylvania. This article first appeared in
The Pennsylvania Gazette and is
reprinted with permission.

that would lead to a good life,
meaning virtuous and useful
to society as well as satisfying to the
individual. . . .
Writers then spoke frankly and
coarsely about things that now
make us nervous: inculcating morality, building character, providing
strong models for the youthful mind,
indoctrinating future leaders by getting them to read Mirrors for Magistrates, wherein a prince or nobleman might see himself and be
taught not to betray or disgrace the
nation he rules. How far we have
come from that; worse, we have not
even a Primer for Presidents.
But most of us cannot go
backwards, and this kind of moralizing can hardly be what we are looking for now. It is of course true that
such hearty talk can still be heard in
many places mainly to the right of
where I am, but no longer in departments of literature. Moral indoctrination makes most people think
with a shudder of tracts and morality plays, of novels like Eric, or Little
by Little, quaint to us now, just a
campy gewgaw on the Victorian
whatnot, but once a genuinely terrifying chart of the schoolboy's primrose path to damnation.
Though this tradition is oldfashioned now, it still casts a long
shadow. Some of the enlightened
college students of today will still
hanker to know what the "moral" of
Hamlet is—that is, what instructions
are in it, what does the play tell you
to go out and do with your life.
Even bright students may want to
take a concentrated meaning-pill
away from a literary work, something they can pop for an unequivocally clear message (none of your
damned ambiguity). . . .
Well, what exactly is it that
they are missing, and could what
they are missing have anything to
do with their possible moral enlightenment or the improvement of their
lives? Plainly, this question will not
go away even when spoken to
sharply; it comes back to bother us.
Perhaps, perhaps the question
comes back because literature can
have effects like this. Oh, we would
like to believe so! We would like to
think that reading good literature,
reading it deeply and well, can help
us, even if only in some small way,
to do what we need so badly to do:
"good"

make mature decisions, grasp the
complexities of ethical problems, not
hurt others, feel life's richness, work
better, love better.

T

he basic shaper of literature is
the creative imagination (existing in some form both in the writer
and in the responsive reader); the
basic materials given shape are the
inner feelings of human beings. We
inevitably must believe that literature somehow expands this power
of imagination in us. Literature,
most agree, is not so much an abstract statement about experience
(that is, a moral) as it is itself a kind
of experience, a controlled experience that may succeed in increasing our range of understanding and
appreciation. The process is most
easily seen in children's literature,
where a child can project himself or
herself into various imagined worlds
and roles, gaining some sense of
how it would feel to be a princess or
a frog or a shortstop or a pirate.
Most medieval romances (or
their modern equivalent, science fiction) are essentially children's literature for grown-ups, feeding a simple
addiction for the new and astonishing, though always contained in a
safe and nourishing infant formula.
But the same phenomenon must
also take place when we read more
complex works. We are able to
sense what it would feel like, for instance, to slash at a dragon with a
sword, or to have a baby, or to face
one's death, or to devote one's entire life to romantic love—things
most of us just can't be doing all the
time.
In all this, there must be some
constant stretching and flexing of
our faculties of sympathy and understanding, though I am sure we
have no reliable instruments to
measure any such changes, and I
can offer no proof whatever for
them. But then most of the important things in life are things we can't
prove.
At a stage beyond this, good literature can offer us a form of complexity that is both recognizably lifelike and yet with a higher degree of
order and meaning than what life
offers us most of the time. The paradoxes here are many and great.
We may limit the outer ranges of
possibility for literary art but the
Winter 1980 11

area remaining within those bounds
is still vast and complicated. A socalled realist can create a strong illusion of lifelikeness, but if he
pushes too far in this direction, his
material becomes inert, with no life
at all. Popular novels exposing life
on Madison Avenue or in Hollywood
are usually inert and boring in this
way; information is not really what
we are looking for.
On the other hand, while a fantasist can take us very far into the
world of our dreams, he must keep
some firm contact with the common
thoughts of human beings or he becomes boring, too. In his Lord of
the Rings, Tolkien does far better
with his prosaic pipe-smoking hobbits than with his wifty ethereal
elves, and Alice, as she falls down
the rabbit-hole into Wonderland,
notes the comforting presence of
the contents of the shelves and from
then on uses her 19th-century
common sense at every bewildering,
enticing turn of her girl-epic. It is
important to note that the stories
are what they are because they contain both the everyday and the
fantastic.
Indeed, it is such combinations
of apparently disparate elements
that generate most of the mysterious energy of literature. The sheer
improbabilities of a Shakespearean
comedy are surely fantastic rather
than realistic, but the play may still
leave us with a strong sense of plain
reality. The world of Twelfth Night,
for instance, is a tossed salad of fatuous romantics, idiots, a rather unpleasant alcoholic uncle, greedy
parasites, pompous narcissists, true
love and false love. The plot gets so
unlikely that Shakespeare has a
character remark in the midst of a
scene, "If this were played upon a
stage now, I could condemn it as an
improbable fiction." Such a play
ought to come across as silly and
confused, and so it may for unskilled readers or audiences, but to
one who takes the time to become
familiar with it and savor it, it comes
across as a wise and inclusive view
of the world as it really is. Somehow
we have been conned into wisdom.
What does "wise" really mean
in this case? As my pairing of adjectives shows, I meant "wise" to be related to "inclusive." Twelfth Night
shows us a miniature world but a
12 Haverford Horizons

richly varied one, indeed with about
as much variety as we can stand—
upstairs and downstairs, the grave,
the silly, and some hints of the dangerous and ugly—and yet it is all
unified in a glow of acceptance, of
laughter and joy. It is a world we
can tolerate all of; it is a delightful,
intelligent, and unthreatening actingout of our fantasies; it makes us
somehow feel we have some control
over life; it makes us (to use the
current catch-phrase) feel good
about ourselves. Assuming that any
of this really does happen, whether
it makes for wisdom or morality is a
philosophical question each of us
must answer for himself. I think it
does.
I find this element of joy in our
response to literature most important. By "joy" I mean something
more fundamental than our immediate pleasure in experiencing the
work or admiring its artistry. I mean
an attitude toward life and toward
people that is positive and uncluttered by the many blocks that ordinarily keep us at a distance from
reality. Perhaps we feel safe and
don't need such defenses when we
read or watch a play. A character
who in real life would only be maddening can be viewed in a more tolerant and affectionate way as comic.
In Jane Austen's novel Emma,
Emma's fussy hypochondriac father,
Mr. Woodhouse, would surely exhaust the patience of the most loving relatives in the world we live in,
but we remember with laughter his
big moment at the big party:
"I hope everybody had a pleasant
evening," said Mr. Woodhouse, in
his quiet way. "I had. Once, I felt
the fire rather too much; but then I
moved back my chair a little, a very
little, and it did not disturb me."

Readers often notice and praise
the distinctive warmth that bathes
Chaucer's sharply satiric portraits of
his pilgrims in the General Prologue
to The Canterbury Tales. In part,
he creates this warmth by having
the pilgrims described by an uncritical and enthusiastic speaker who
notes down damning details without
making explicit condemnations. His
speaker eagerly agrees with the thoroughly modern Monk who has given
up studying in his cloister and rides

to hounds all day instead: "And I
said his opinion was good!" He tells
us of the scoundrelly Friar who sells
absolution for a good fee and desecrates every ideal of St. Francis of
Assisi, but that portrait ends with
this jolly picture:
And in his harping, whan that he
hadde sunge,
His eyen twinkled in his heed aright
As doon the sterres in the frosty
night.

Nothing of the Friar's real evil has
been hidden from us in the earlier
part of the description, but Chaucer
keeps the physical human presence,
those merry twinkling eyes, before
us, too. We do make judgment, and
severely, but the moralist's uncomplicated indignation is denied us.
Like many disgraceful people, the
Friar would be good company, and
would it be so wrong to enjoy that
company? Perhaps Chaucer, like
other medieval men, was quite prepared to leave the final Judging to
an Expert. Meanwhile, look carefully
and judge and forgive and enjoy.
Few writers can convey the joy of
experiencing the delectable perversity of human nature as well as
Chaucer. It would be pleasant to
think that God is as clearsightedly
amused with us as Chaucer is.
iterature can bring special joy
when it suddenly freshens and
relights our lives, casting the bright
beam of articulate thought and feeling into some shadowy unexpressed
area. Most of us have surely felt
some shock of astonished recognition in our reading: how did the writer ever know those utterly secret
thoughts I had? We may have
thought that only certain areas of
life were proper for literary treatment. No one could write, and we
could never become involved in,
stories too close to us, about families like our own or towns like our
own, or else stories about nuns or
deserters or other groups of people
too remote from our own experience. No problem. The imagination
can deal with anything that is
human and bring it close to us. It
can even write about animals or androids—provided it treats them as
human.
But you may say that life is not

joyous, or very fleetingly so, and to
say otherwise is simply a lie. The
poets have, of course, taken that
view, too; tragedy has long reigned
as the highest form of literature.
True, a very common-sense question is often asked: with the world
as it is, why should we want to inflict fictitious agonies upon ourselves? Who needs the aggravation?
If we are feeling masochistic, we can
spend the rest of our lives studying
actual history, visiting prisons and
hospitals, or just looking around us,
and never come to the end of
human suffering. In fact, this kind of
no-nonsense reasoning is what is
every day followed by TV moguls
who know well that the downbeat
don't sell no dishwashing liquid,
whereas to leave 'em laughing is to
leave 'em buying. Dishwashing liquid? We're all soaking in it.
But the paradox of the tragic is
the strange variety of joy that it contains. We may think of tragedy as a
pleasurable test we may want to
submit ourselves to voluntarily, or
as an important kind of therapy. For
the ancient Greeks, watching tragedies was a spiritual experience, arising from and tied into their religious
rituals. It is not the tragedians, after
all, who have created the pain and
sorrow that we know in our own
lives; they rather encourage us to
find ways of enduring them, which
can only be achieved by facing them
and going right through them to the
other side.
Shakespeare's King Lear, descended as it is from the medieval
morality play that dealt frontally with
characters named Vice and Good
Deeds and Mankind, is especially
appropriate for our discussion here.
Lear is hardly realistic on the surface. It has the sudden and catastrophic plot of fable or fairy tale
(one day, BOOM, an old king gave
all his power away to his rotten
daughters); almost all its characters
lack the usual Shakespearean
roundness and are either extremely
good or extremely bad, like morality-play characters; the time of the
play is entirely vague, the action
seeming to take place sometime or
other between 3,000 years ago near
Stonehenge and yesterday in the
street in front of the Globe Theater,
making for a peculiar definition of
"once upon a time." Yet the play

offers the audience a reality that is
harsh and terrifying; its action rides
uncushioned over the iron ruts of
"this tough world." The suffering inflicted on the helpless by the two
evil daughters and their supporters
is seen as monstrous, but it is also
exactly what you can expect to get,
buddy, if you let your guard down
for one second and make yourself
vulnerable to cruelty.
The tough world can only be
countered by the toughness of the
old victim Lear, who cries in the
storm, "Pour on, I will endure!" and
whose epitaph is pronounced by
Kent: "The wonder is, he hath endured so long. / He but usurped his
life." This naked courage to suffer
and survive seems to overshadow
the appalling questions about justice
and pity and madness and the nature of men and gods that are constantly being asked by the characters, but answered by no one. Lear
howls such questions: "Are you our
daughter? Who is it that can tell me
who I am? Is man no more than
this? Is there any cause in nature
that makes these hard hearts?" And
the loving Cordelia, as she looks at
her crazed and broken father, can
only ask in her turn: "Was this a
face to be opposed against the jarring winds?"
At times in Lear, human decency seems only a faint memory,
but it is always there somewhere,
coming out more and more strongly
as the play goes on, cropping up not
so much in words as in shocked
faces and sudden tears of pity and
gestures of protest, and in the many
tentative hands that reach out to
soothe and support and lead the
stumbling out of the storm. "No
words, no words, hush," murmurs
Gloucester as he helps Lear to a
shelter.
To mention this dimension of
the play is to risk sounding sentimental, but the play is not that. The
characters who most engage our
sympathy are destroyed; and the
exhausted survivors are not seen
smiling nobly through their tears as
the musical score surges to finale.
How then can we speak of joy
in such a context of emotional devastation? Many have tried to answer
this question, but I don't think
anyone knows the answer; we can
only guess at it. I suspect it must lie

somewhere in our own feeling of
survival and endurance, in our unconscious recognition that we "lived
through" a grim but preciously true
vision of the way things are, that we
know more than we did before the
experience, that we have been led
to touch a fierce reality that ordinarily we would give anything to avoid.
And somehow this gives us a feeling
of vital joy. . . .

C

omedy and tragedy are two
ways of understanding (which
is the closest I can come to morality), but imaginative power in literature takes other forms as well, including the straightforward lyric
drive to see and respond to the ordinary world surrounding us, a
world that humanists believe we
largely create in our own imaginations. In its constant exploring and
clarifying of subjective experience, literature keeps putting us back together again, making us assemble
those parts of ourselves that the
specialists have scattered. For reasons probably valid enough, sometimes we must be seen or must see
ourselves as biological mechanisms
or economic units of legal fictions or
behavior patterns or patients or citizens, but these are all abstractions
that seriously reduce our real complexity and concreteness. It seems
important for us not to believe in
any of these abstractions for too
long.
Few of us are poets but most of
us can learn to respond to the imaginative power we can feel in reading
poetry, and to some degree we can
come to use a similar power in making our own lives more fully realized.
In America, more than in other
countries, this esthetic approach to
experience has been ignored or
snickered at by self-termed serious
people, but those people may not
have the power themselves to imagine anything better than a pareddown dead-serious world, a world
seen though limiting lenses and
blinkers, a world of "just remember
to ignore that," where the object
and our emotional response to it
have been kept chastely separated.
Literature shows us not to ignore
anything, because an imagination in
good shape can handle anything you
put in front of it. We will be much
continued on page 25
better off
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A Quaker College in Wartime
by Felix Morley
Morris S. Leeds '88 (left), chairman of the board of managers,
and Felix Morley '15 at the latter's inauguration as president of Hauerford in 1940.

T

he first full summer term in
Haverford's history opened on
June 25, 1942, less than three weeks
after the preceding Commencement.
. . . Despite wage increases, the
close of the fiscal year (August 31)
showed a surplus of $5,000, by contrast with $50,000 of deficits accumulated in the three preceding years.
No faculty member had been
dropped and all participating in the
summer term were receiving additional remuneration, approved by
the Academic Council. In the coming months, however, serious attrition of the student body could be
expected . .
Attempts to develop the civilian
activities of the College were only
partially successful, although the
board of managers urged this incessantly. Both at the Pentagon and
the War Manpower Commission I
soon learned that the campuses
were regarded primarily as a source
of officer material, with other functions strictly subordinated to this
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need. A few minor successes, other
than those already noted, were
achieved. The American Friends
Service Committee [AFSC] had organized a unit for relief work in
India but could not arrange transportation because of the shipping
shortage. I could help in disentangling this through the good offices of
Tom Woodward of the Maritime
Commission. In general, however,
Quaker concerns were rudely
trampled by militaristic pressures.
So, without advertisement, I also
worked sedulously to get a pre-meteorology Army unit assigned to the
College. In this I took Morris Leeds
into full confidence and was greatly
encouraged by getting his cautious
approbation, as also that of the College treasurer, Henry Scattergood.
Again, within three weeks of
summer-term closing, the College
began the academic year of 1942-43.
As usual, a majority of applicants
had been turned down, to insure
that the traditional standards should

remain high. Even so the total enrollment was far better than I had anticipated, only 15 fewer than the
preceding year. But almost every
day now the draft called some student and Mac reported that morale
was below par.
To improve this he suggested
special attention to the football
team, which had done well the
preceding season and for which
prospects were excellent. I agreed
the more readily because I admired
the game and could see it as a unifying campus force. The junior coach,
"Big Bill" Docherty, had enlisted in
the Navy, but older Roy Randall, a
former Brown University star, an
"All-American," and a natural
leader, was very much on the job.

From the book For the Record by
Felix Morley '15. Copyright 1979 by
Felix Morley. Published by Regnery/
Gateway, Inc.

Mac, himself an old gridiron warhorse, helped to advise. Whenever
possible I made a point of watching
the strenuous practice, continued
until the autumnal evenings
shrouded the picturesque setting of
Walton Field, and of attending the
games, enlivened by the somewhat
haphazard College band. Cheerleaders, in gay short skirts of scarlet
and black, came down from cooperative Bryn Mawr and the alumni responded with great goodwill to the
ebullition of College spirit. The result was an unprecedented series of
unbroken victories, over larger
schools like Hamilton, Hopkins, and
Wesleyan which usually defeated
Haverford. It all culminated in the
game with Swarthmore, held there
on November 22 and won by Haverford in a cliff-hanging contest, 14 to
13. The winning point was kicked by
popular Dee Crabtree, following a
touchdown which had tied the score
in the final quarter. "Crabtree's Educated Toe Brings Victory" said the
newspaper headline that evening. So
I could assure the post-game celebration that Haverford neglected no
part of the whole man. Actually I believed, and often asserted, that the
teamwork emphasized in football
was the more important at the
Quaker school because of the highly
individualistic nature of most of its
training. But from that climax on the
game languished at the College and
eventually was dropped as a competitive sport.
The termination of this season,
with its football team undefeated
and untied, was the swansong of the
civilian College. On November 11,
American troops had landed in force
in North Africa. From bases in Australia they were beginning to counter-attack against the Japanese. The
training camps were now ready to
absorb an unlimited flow of recruits
. . . So it was time to go to bat for
acceptance of the pre-meteorology
[P-M] unit for which I had already
made informal application. The first
step was to poll the faculty which,
on November 19, voted 29 to three
in favor of accepting this military incursion. Half-a-dozen more, on leave
for government service, expressed
themselves affirmatively by mail.
Thus indorsed I formally presented
the plan to the board of managers,
the day before the Swarthmore

game, with my considered opinion
that under the circumstances acceptance of a non-combatant military
unit was a reasonable compromise
with tradition, and one necessary to
insure continuation of the College as
a constructive force. I was careful
not to pose the issue as a vote of
confidence but knew that the outcome would do much to determine
my tenure at the College. If favorable I would be committed to see
the plan through; if unfavorable the
inevitable contraction would soon
divert me to more promising
employment.
There was a full discussion,
with former President Comfort
speaking strongly in opposition while
others helpfully stressed the lasting
damage done to Quakerism when
its representatives withdrew from
the colonial legislature rather than
have any participation in the French
and Indian wars. Morris Leeds presided with complete impartiality and
deferred decision for a week, during
which members were requested to
consult both conscience and intelligence. During the interval two pertinent reports came into circulation.
One was that Swarthmore, though
in a stronger position than Haverford because coeducational, was nevertheless planning to accept a unit
of Navy trainees. The other was
that the Pentagon had under consideration acquisition of the neighboring Baldwin School as a military
hospital. If so, one might well ask,
why not the better-equipped, residential College?
On November 27, the Friday
after the Swarthmore game, the
board met again, with all its 24
members present and myself, having
fully presented the administrative
case, a silent but fascinated observer. Customarily, in the Quaker
fashion, decisions were unanimous,
once the "sense of the meeting" had
been obtained. But this time the
cleavage ran too deep. After six
hours of rather repetitive debate a
vote was taken, with 16 favoring acceptance of the Army unit, eight
opposed. I felt satisfied that the minority would for the most part accept the decision with good grace.
But I had mixed feelings, knowing
that to operate the College now
would be in some respects even
more difficult. It indicated that Hav-

erford would survive the war, no
matter how protracted, as a solvent
and fully functioning institution. But
the victory was also a surrender,
symbolic of the steady advance of
governmental encroachment on independent education. In favoring
this I felt that I had, in a sense, betrayed my trust.

D

ecember 7, the anniversary of
Pearl Harbor, also marked 25
years of wedded life for Isabel and
me. There was a quiet family celebration at "Transition," as we called
our residence, including Isabel's old
father, now past 80 and beyond any
serious worries about the state of
this world. A few faculty members
also attended, notably Brinton H.
Stone, son of a well-known Baltimore surgeon, whom I had appointed as my special liaison with
the incoming military unit. Daily operation of the normal College could
safely be placed under Mac's supervision but in melding this with the
Army, I needed special assistance,
which Brint provided. A primary
task was to line up additional
teachers, in math and physics,
which was begun as soon as the essential "letter of intent" arrived from
the Pentagon. A War Emergency
Council, somewhat larger and more
specialized than the superseded
Academic Council, was established
to clear these appointments and
other preparations such as the
scheduling, housing, and feeding of
the recruits. For the first time a
non-academic employee, the superintendent of services, obtained a
commanding voice in faculty discussions. Particularly pleasing to me
was the offer of my old undergraduate math teacher, Professor Albert
H. Wilson, to come from retirement
to help in any desired way. Dr.
Wilson was a leader in Haverford
Meeting, a modest, charming, and
universally respected gentleman. He
did a superb job with the recruits
and, even more important, popularized the decision to cooperate
among those Quakers who harbored some resentment on the
subject. . . .
All of the boys in the P-M unit
were at least high school graduates
and 80 percent had been drafted
from various colleges. They included
two Haverfordians who were very
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useful in acclimatizing their fellows,
following an assembly in which I
welcomed them all as authentic
members of the student body. A
chief problem, I could see, would be
amalgamation of the unit with the
civilian students, now reduced by
draft inroads to about the same
number as the incoming military. To
smooth this possible irritant I had
endeavored to have a well-known
Haverford alumnus who had become an engineer officer, Major
Samuel J. Gummere, assigned as
commandant. But this failed and an
agreeable but unimpressive warrior,
professionally an accountant, arrived
in charge. He was soon replaced by
Captain William Frey, an Air Force
regular who had risen from the
ranks and proved an admirable selection. His father had served in the
German Army in the 1914 war and
Bill Frey was of that unemotional
professional soldier type with which
all but fanatical pacifists can associate to mutual benefit. He was an
excellent organizer and soon set up
from the unit personnel a first-class
little band which played Haverford
songs with as much brio as the
popular Air Force anthem.
Intercollegiate athletics were
now out, but the College coaches
organized intra-mural games between the soldiers and civilians,
helping to bring a semblance of
normal life back to the campus. It
was no longer necessary to consider
salary curtailments, still less dropping any member of the faculty, and
morale improved perceptibly. Mac
also got along well with Captain
Frey and if I was away consulted
with him regularly on all the small
difficulties which inevitably arose.
An end to the war could be dimly
foreseen when, in June, 1943, the
administration proposed the creation of an international relief organization. Now something could be
done to press the reconstruction
activities which everyone wanted
to see established at Haverford.
UNRRA—The United Nations Relief
and Rehabilitation Administration—
was not formally established until
November. But with that in anticipation a way was found to utilize the
College facilities for purely humanitarian ends.
Clarence E. Pickett, executive
secretary of the American Friends
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Service Committee during the
Roosevelt years, was a very able
man. The efficiently organized humanitarian work of this organization—in city slums, in Appalachia,
among Southern sharecroppers, and
elsewhere—had attracted the attention of Eleanor Roosevelt. It was
possible that, through this White
House connection, more might be
done than I had been able to accomplish in developing wartime civilian public service at Haverford
College.
I was doubtful. With F.D.R.
breathing fire and brimstone, with
unconditional surrender continuously emphasized as policy toward
all the Axis Powers, it seemed unlikely that Mrs. Roosevelt's goodwill
would be effective in the war zones.
Nevertheless, with solvency
temporarily assured by the P-M unit,
it was doubly appropriate that Haverford should exercise its pacifist
persuasion more actively. It had the
facilities to house a group enrolled
for Relief and Reconstruction [R&R]
and the AFSC could furnish instruction for volunteers willing to go
overseas and confront what would
clearly be terrible needs. Some of
the Haverford faculty, especially in
the so-called social studies, were
now underemployed and eager to
assist. Rufus Jones was anxious to
see this synthesis and Douglas
Steere, successor to Rufus as professor of philosophy and religion,
was a potential administrator with
great energy and ability. Here there
was no trouble in getting a green
light from the board of managers.
So I had several long meetings
with Clarence and Douglas to find
some formula whereby a volunteer
relief organization could be coordinated with the rather vague governmental pronouncements about
UNRRA. Theoretically easiest, we
agreed, would be organization of a
unit for service in China, where the
suffering was appalling, the dislocation extreme, and the chance of official approval substantial. Clarence
would endeavor to enlist White
House cooperation while I would do
what I could with my State Department friends. . . .
The solution eventually found
was to confine the proposal to what
had been originally planned as the
women's auxiliary, limiting it to girls

who were willing to travel to devastated areas as they became accessible, lending their skills to whatever
could there be accomplished. With
few exceptions only college graduates were enrolled and a stiff training program was arranged, not devoid of religious motivation but
concentrating on social and economic problems with some historical
and linguistic background. The
board of managers agreed that qualified and successful trainees should
receive the Haverford M.A. and in
September the new unit got under
way, with a score of girls housed in
what had been the Language House.
. . . It was the first step toward
coeducation at the College.
Throughout 1943, the tempo of
the fighting had steadily intensified.
. . . Victory in Europe now began to
seem probable and the issue was
how the campus units should be revised in the light of this prospect.
[At a meeting in Washington of the
Advisory Committee for the Army
Specialized Training Program] it was
decided to launch Italian and German "Language and Area Study"
[LAS] units, to be intensively trained
for the control of liberated districts.
. . . As representative of the small
colleges, I immediately spoke up vigorously for the . . . project, emphasizing that with Edmund Stinnes as a
faculty member, Haverford was unusually well equipped on the German side. While this appointment
had been criticized by some of the
more fervently patriotic alumni, it
was immediately seen at the Pentagon as a significant advantage. For
Italy, too, the College was favorably
situated since Howard Comfort,
professor of classics, had studied,
traveled widely, and married in that
country. I was not unaware that my
predecessor, Bill Comfort, would
find it difficult to oppose an undertaking in which that uncompromising pacifist's son would play a leading role. And actually there was no
open opposition to LAS from the
board. The training would obviously
be constructive rather than destructive and would also fit closely with
that being designed for the R&R
girls.
The Army was moving swiftly
now. Even ahead of scheduled time,
September 1, the first draftees for
LAS began to report to Bill Frey,

now promoted to major, and were
quartered . . . in the College gymnasium until dormitory accommodations could be arranged. This was
just as the third Commencement of
the year was being held, with Judge
Emory H. Niles, my old friend from
Baltimore, speaking with an admirably light touch on "What a World!"
At the June Commencement,
William Henry Chamberlin, whose
first-hand knowledge of Russia made
him a great asset, had also spoken
well and received an honorary D.
Litt. from me. The many uncertainties, that summer of 1943, had been
exhausting. So I felt somewhat
overwhelmed when informed that
the P-M unit would not be terminated prematurely, though comforted by assurance that Major Frey
would remain in command of all the
military at Haverford, as he had
particularly requested.
With so many autonomous
units the College more and more
assumed the shape and presented
the problems of a university in miniature. But difficulties tended to a
large extent to resolve themselves
as they were squarely confronted.
Snatching a few days vacation at
Gibson Island, during the summer
term, I drafted a reorganization to
handle the anticipated load. Howard
Teaf, a hard-headed professor of
economics with background of practical business experience, should
serve as dean of military students
and curriculum coordinator for specialized units. Carl Allendoerfer, a
very able mathematician, would be
academic director of the P-M unit,
charged with justifying the Pentagon
decision to keep it in operation.
Howard Comfort would direct the
Italian and Harry Pfund the German
side of the LAS units, with Edmund
Stinnes backing them both. Douglas
Steere would have charge of the
R&R training, again with the active
support of Stinnes. The curriculum
and activities of the remaining civilian nucleus would be managed by
Vice President MacIntosh and a civilian dean of his selection. Cooperating closely with Mac and Major Frey
and with Brint Stone for general liaison, I would try to hold the diffuse
organization together, under the
general supervision of the board of
managers. While unhappy over the
obvious militarization of the College,

there was partial consolation in the
rosy financial picture. The fiscal
year, ending August 31, showed a
surplus of almost $44,000 in the operating budget, the biggest in Haverford history. With the $5,000 surplus
achieved the preceding year this
practically wiped out the $50,000 deficit accumulated during the three
years before that. At least capital
was being safeguarded for the uncertain future. To frugal Quaker
business leadership this was
important.
Moreover, it had been accomplished without the dismissal of a
single teacher and with salary increases at least commensurate with
mounting living costs. In consequence, morale was high and the faculty generously adopted a resolution
thanking the president for his efforts
in their behalf. I, in turn, was greatly
encouraged by the ability shown by
most of the staff in coping with unprecedented problems. This spirit of
cooperation extended to the student
body, until they were drawn away
into various forms of service.
Johnny Whitehead, the first student
representative to sit on the president's War Emergency Council, had
there shown the tact and insight
which a generation later made him
chairman of the College board of
managers. Dick Norton, a bilingual
student from Texas, served simultaneously as instructor in Spanish,
filling a vacancy in that department.
Others were equally helpful. Roy
Randall, as director of athletics,
maintained a lively program of organized sports, in which the military
students were included. At the other
end of the social spectrum the musicologist, Alfred Swan, arranged a
delightful series of evening concerts,
popular alike with students, faculty,
and college neighbors. Trying to
show my own appreciation, I broadened the membership of my seminar
course on "The Development of Political Ideas." It was a sad evening
session when news came that Cy
Simmons, one of the early members
of this lively group, was lost in action in the South Pacific. Casualties
were mounting rapidly as 1943 drew
to its gloomy close. . . .
n January 6, 1944, I celebrated my fiftieth birthday.
That night I sat long in my quiet

study, seeking to discern the future
of the College and my relationship
thereto. . . .
The picture clarified as the
embers died in the fireplace. I
should stay at the College, and do
my best to maintain its stability,
until the war was over. Then a
younger man should take the helm,
for the assuredly different postwar
navigation. After this period of withdrawal I would return to Washington and participate more actively in
the coming readjustments. I could
not subdue my inclination to write,
which was frustrated by current responsibilities. An affirmation by that
persuasive Elizabethan divine,
Richard Hooker, was in my mind:
"Though for no other cause, yet for
this: That posterity may know we
have not loosely through silence
permitted things to pass away as in
a dream."
On the heels of introspection
came a burst of activity. . . .
[Just as] the news [came] that
the Language and Area Study unit
would be transferred to Italy immediately . . . [we also learned that] a
carefully selected pre-medical unit of
50 draftees would arrive for training
under Professor [William] Meldrum.
This meant that following graduation
of the pre-meteorology unit, in midFebruary, and departure of the LAS
boys, in mid-March, a student load
of nearly 600 would be reduced by
two-thirds. Consequently a first
draft of the operating budget, for
the fiscal year beginning September
1, showed a deficit of approximately
$80,000. About half of this, I figured,
would be made up by the Alumni
Fund, now at last set up on an "annual giving" basis. The other half
must come from small economies by
no means easy to accomplish. . . .
[But] the relative quiet on the
largely demobilized campus was
welcome. There was opportunity to
work deliberately with the faculty
committee planning the postwar
curriculum, of which Professor
Ralph Sargent was chairman. It
could be said of Haverford, prior to
the war, that so far as studies went,
Asia, Africa, and even South America scarcely existed. No courses directly considered the history, the
cultures, the politics, or the economic problems of these populous
areas and the library was deficient in
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material appropriate to them. Similar deficiencies were apparent at
Bryn Mawr and Swarthmore. The
presidents of these colleges, at our
regular monthly meetings, discussed
how freely admitted shortcomings
could be cooperatively and economically met. Faculty opinions on the
methods used in military training
were reviewed.
In general, I argued conservatively—festina lente. Existing
courses should be carefully reviewed
before new ones were added. A
large part of the problem, of course,
was teaching competence. But underlying that was the identification
of permanent values as opposed to
mere educational experimentation.
Nobody knew what sort of civilization would emerge from the war
and, science aside, it seemed more
important to glean from the past
than to guess at an unpredictable
future. Haverford had never practiced vocational education and
should be critical of specious arguments about "life adjustment." It
was not the specialist who adjusted
best but rather the generalist who
was well grounded in the broad lines
of human development.
This approach naturally led me
to a re-examination of the purpose
of Haverford, which I sought to review in intimate conversations with
board and faculty members and with
the scattered alumni groups. Basic
purpose, I argued with general approval, must not be obscured by the
contortions through which the College was passing in the struggle to
remain solvent. Like all small colleges, Haverford was a product of
the American tradition of local selfgovernment. It could not rival a
great university, private or public, in
a multiplicity of offerings but could
teach a few chosen subjects supremely well. It should be a teaching
rather than a research institution,
with a superior faculty interested in
the students as individuals. They,
however, should learn research
methods.
To facilitate this there should
be less emphasis on textbooks and
stereotyped lectures; more on seminar and laboratory instruction.
Enrollment should be limited to a
number permitting every student to
know all his fellows, furthering the
comradeship and mutual self-educa18 Haverford Horizons

tion impossible in the factory environment of the universities. On the
other hand, the student body should
be sufficiently large and varied to
bring each member in contact with
types he would confront in later life.
These objectives were difficult
enough without introducing the complications of coeducation, especially
because of the developing cooperation with Bryn Mawr, only a mile
away. The College should never expect a highly-publicized football
team, nor a polished symphony orchestra, but could give both athletes
and aesthetes opportunity for distinction in activities where all students, not just a highly proficient
few, participated. And to these general characteristics of the better independent schools must be added,
in the case of Haverford, its devotion to Quakerism. The separatist
spirit of this sturdy sect, and its
conviction of the validity of the
Inner Light, must be nurtured if
Haverford's peculiar identity, and
therefore its basic value to the
country as a whole, was to be
maintained.
Here problems arose, aside
from the effect of that active war
participation for which I had been
primarily responsible. One was the
presumable effect on the Quaker
tradition of admitting Negroes and
removing the unacknowledged
quota on Jewish students. Both
seemed desirable reforms. I had already, in connection with the military units, appointed what I believe
was Haverford's first Jewish professor. Abe Pepinski was a reliable
psychologist, a delightful gentleman
and adept violinist who immediately
added greatly to the informal musical life of the College. And I had
agreed with Mac to admit the first
American Negro undergraduate,
who also adapted well. But I was
uneasy because, in a wide experience, I had never met a Jew or
Negro convert to Quakerism. I
could not visualize groups of black
students sitting appreciatively
through the essentially introverted
and semi-mystical experience of
compulsory meeting. Becoming
more cosmopolitan, would not the
College also become less Friendly,
as had already happened at Bryn
Mawr and Swarthmore?
A more immediate problem was

the deficiency of instruction in those
principles of government on which
Quakerism, and all other phenomena of independent thinking, depend
for their survival. In my seminar on
"The Development of Political
Ideas," I could see how little background in this field had been absorbed. The chairman of the history
department, an excellent teacher,
was an acknowledged authority on
the medieval papacy. The associate
professor of government had been a
successful tax consultant. But few
students working under him had
realized that American institutions,
including their college, were rooted
in the division, separation, and balance of governmental powers and
that the war was steadily forcing an
ever greater concentration of these
powers in Washington. In such a
conflict of diametrically opposing
political tendencies, either the institutions or the developing imperialism would eventually have to give
way. . . .
As a part of the exercises, at
the close of the [1944] summer
term, I had requested the Student
Council to select two undergraduates to discuss the postwar policies
of the College. It was my feeling that
this viewpoint had not been adequately explored. Interestingly
enough, the two elected were a
Chinese, David Hsia, who later became a widely-known physician, and
a Nisei Japanese named Masamori
Kojima. Both spoke excellently,
making valuable points.
Among these were the restrictions on student self-government at
Haverford. Great care was taken to
admit only boys who had given evidence of maturity, yet at the College
they were in some respects treated
as immature. Student judgment
should be given more weight in listing attendance at faculty lectures
and at Collection—a form of morning chapel. To drink a bottle of beer
in a bull session with your buddies
was technically prohibited, and immoral purpose seemed to be assumed if an unchaperoned girl visited the dormitories. The College
prided itself on inculcating high ethical standards, yet was loath to
trust those whom it had in charge.
The student spokesmen wondered
how this would set with the returning soldiers.

I had also been thinking along
these lines. My first effort to enlarge
the Honor System, soon after taking
office, had been turned down by the
board of managers. Now I felt that it
was time for another try, though it
also failed, and together with
Macintosh held discussions with the
Student Council to that end. If there
was substance in Penn's doctrine of
"The Power in the People," I
thought it should begin to be applicable at college age. I believed in the
principle that boys, as well as men,
should be regarded as innocent of
wrong-doing unless and until proved
otherwise. I knew that the Student
Council was always carefully chosen
and therefore proposed that it
should supervise liberalized regulations, reporting any violations to the
dean's office with appropriate disciplinary recommendations.
Given the opportunity to talk,
the student representatives also criticized both the "memory test" examinations given in some courses
and the meticulous grading, down to
three percentage points, on the
comparative basis of which many of
the scholarships were awarded.
They argued that there was no uniformity in the faculty marking and
that the character of tests in social
studies sometimes promoted a tendency to play to professorial prejudice. But I did not see how I could
change this system other than by
following a quite different testing
procedure in my own course on
"The Development of Political
Ideas." Here I gave the final examination the form of a research paper.
On this each student had not only a
broad choice of topics but also a
month of preparation, with free use
of the library facilities and the one
proviso a pledge that he would work
on his own.
Possibly I made a mistake in listening so attentively to the student
leaders. I could have called more faculty meetings for general discussion
of all these questions, aside from my
close cooperation with the postwar
curriculum committee. There was
no criticism as long as the teaching
staff was fully employed with the military units. But as these folded, with
consequent apprehension about salary cuts, irritation loomed. It was
not lessened by permission to the
College newspaper to compile and

distribute student estimates of various courses for the guidance of incoming freshmen. These were by no
means always favorable and precipitated a three-point indictment signed
by several teachers. (1) The president had been spending too much
time away from the campus. (2) He
further made himself inaccessible to
faculty consultation. (3) He was
using the College as base for the
promotion of a personal enterprise,
to wit Human Events.
To all of these charges there
was some substance, but also a
reply. (1) It had required long and
tedious conferences with civil and
military authorities in Washington to
keep the College fully operative and
solvent. (2) No professor or instructor had ever been refused an interview on any academic matter. Only
when the subject was of household
concern—domestic roof repairs, a
new kitchen stove or a more commodious office—was there insistence that the superintendent of
services be consulted first. (3)
Human Events had been promoted
from the campus by my secretary
but always at my own expense, with
the knowledge of the board and in
the belief that its editorial position
was in the interest of the College
tradition.
Behind this petty argument, I
reflected, lay a general problem of
considerable significance, which
would probably come to a head in
the postwar era. In the American
college there is no clear-cut chain of
command. The faculty is not responsible to its president in the way
that he is responsible to his board.
While there can be too much executive privilege, there can also be too
little. In the latter case the administrator will be buffeted by contradictory criticisms which he is really
powerless to resolve. While he will
soon spot an incompetent teacher,
tenure will likely tie his hands in
dealing with the problem. To raise
funds it is necessary to cultivate offcampus contacts and risk the
charge of absenteeism. If student
demands are dismissed it is, to their
thinking, dictation; if met it is, to
some trustees, encouragement of
anarchy. And, in the case of Haverford, there were special cross-currents. Some felt that its president
should never have cooperated in the

war effort; others resented his Republican leanings and his anticipation that trouble with our Russian
ally was to be expected. Some of
the faculty wanted a more liberal
and cosmopolitan student body; one
asked for an interview to say that if
he were asked to teach Negroes he
would resign. Unfortunately he failed
to do so.
This flurry confirmed my developing decision not to remain at Haverford after the close of the war. My
job had been to see the College
through that storm and this was virtually accomplished. In the changed
world that was coming it would be
extremely difficult for any college
president to reconcile all the discordant elements around him. What
was most important for my successor would be a solid financial base, a
tightened organization, and a renovated physical plant. These could be
my memorial.
So, in a long and intimate talk
with Morris Leeds and Henry
Scattergood, I told these strong
supporters that the time for my resignation had come. Both sought to
dissuade me and, agreeing that I
had been overburdened, urged a
year's leave of absence to write the
book I had in mind. It was a generous suggestion, discussed at length
in subsequent meetings, but I did
not believe it would work out. Aside
from the book, I wanted to employ
my powers more actively in the critical period that would follow the
ending of hostilities. Human Events
was becoming significant and could
be made much more so. At the end
of a year, I would probably be deep
in some project from which I would
not want to break. It was not only
that I felt blocked at Haverford. As
matters were evolving, the role of
the small sectarian college would
probably become anachronistic.
Some such institutions, Haverford
among them, would survive because
of built-in strength. But it would be
a constantly uphill struggle involving
changes that many would dislike. I
had been asked to bring the College
into the mainstream of American
thinking and had certainly done so.
It was now the turn of somebody
else, probably with more dedication,
more patience, and fewer outside interests, to take over. What I sought
was a country of my own.
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Haverford Award Winner Stephen H. Sachs '54

Maryland's Independent AG
by James H. Bready

T

he independent man of Maryland politics is still a puzzle
to his constituents. The way
an ordinary voter sees it, independence is fine, so long as it's at the
proper distance and elevation. The
sort of thing for a nation to have,
yes, or the giraffe in a new-style
zoo. But a seeker after elective office? In Maryland, you are usually a
Democrat and you're dependent on
support from the Coggins-O'Malley
machine, or you contrive to be
listed on the Verda Welcome ticket.
And there's generally ballot room
for a few ego-trip individualists, a
few hobby campaigners. If you insist
on being young, liberal, educated,
and organized, you show up at the
Mount Royal Democratic Club but
pretty soon turn away, revolted by
the infighting between it and the
New Democratic Club. All in all,
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even if starting in as far down as
G.O.P. State Central Committee,
the independent aspirant doesn't get
elected to anything.
Steve Sachs, running as an independent, was elected attorney
general in November of 1978. It was
the first time he had sought elective
office since running for president of
the Students Association (and winning) at Haverford College, 25 years
earlier. In Maryland's statewide elections, AG ranks next below governor and lieutenant governor; ordinarily, the winner glides into office
aboard the governor's coattails. In
1978, five Democrats, men of standing, aspired to govern Maryland.
Sachs was allied with none of them.
Leaving them to slug it out, he ran
alone, starting late in 1976. So? In
the primary and again in the general
election, the closest an opponent
came to Sachs's vote total was a
bare one-third.
With 1982 on the horizons and
new Gov. Harry R. Hughes and new
Atty. Gen. Stephen H. Sachs clearly
hoping for second terms, the latter
hasn't started running yet. Neither
has he teamed up with the Governor, or anybody else.
What, fellow-Marylanders
wonder, makes Steve Sachs run the
way he does?
That it works is half an answer.
Sachs, as pragmatist, is a known
and, particularly by criminals, respected figure. But there is something more. In the 1960s, when he
was U.S. attorney for Maryland, and
was proving even members of Congress guilty of corruption, Sachs
wasn't an independent; he was a
J. Kennedy-R. Kennedy-J. Tydings
new frontiersman. Indeed, Joe
Tydings was his mentor and predecessor as Maryland's federal
prosecutor.
Then in the early 1970s Republicans took over the federal Department of Justice. Divagation
weakened the Camelot crowd.
Sachs joined Frank, Bernstein,
Conaway & Goldman, a leading Bal-

timore partnership. The elements of
a career started coming togethersix-figure income, celebrated clients
(L. Patrick Gray, McDonald's), national attention. But then Maryland's
incumbent attorney general indicated his availability for the governorship, and Sachs chucked private
practice for vote-seeking. Because
he won, his pay has dropped to the
$51,000 a year authorized for the
governor's chief legal adviser and director of the official law factory that
keeps dozens of state agencies from
overstepping. Sachs speaks of being
"the people's lawyer."
Does all this jibe? That is the
fellow-Marylander's uncertainty. Can
you have an idealist with a lacrosse
man's nose? A tough-cookie lawyer
who foregoes treaties and alliances
as he sets out to throttle hydranecked corruption?
When the talk is of corruption,
a Marylander laughs. But the laughter is rueful, a bit hollow, more than
a bit defensive. What a roll of dishonor and guilt; vice president, U.S.
senator, representative, governor,
speaker of the House of Delegates,
county executive. Ask about the
business and professional world, and
you get a hard look. Clergymen in
Maryland have defrauded mail contributors, engineers have paid kickbacks, physicians have cheated on
Medicare, lawyers have bilked legatees—and traipsed off to white-collar jail—but few of the stars have
been forced to miss time from the
cast at banks, brokerages, corporations. "There's work for grand juries
and prosecutors to do at some of
those places, too," says Steve
Sachs.
A move to dub Maryland "The
Free State" has evoked a countermove to call it "The Free and Easy
State." "Yet an outsider must understand," Sachs adds, "this state
James H. Bready '39 is an editorial
writer and book columnist for The
Sunpapers in Baltimore.

isn't really any more corrupt, any
more lax, than a great many other
states.
"Wrongdoing has simply been
more visible here, because of the
honesty and the perseverance of the
young prosecutors who have been
throwing the book at it." Sachs
hired some of them, while U.S. attorney. (Baltimore being Baltimore,
in 1978 when Gov. Marvin Mandel
and five friends were convicted in
U.S. District Court there of racketeering, the chief prosecutor dated
back to the Sachs regime. So did
the top figure among defense
counsel.)

A

metaphor, with Steve
Sachs, can be loaded with
meaning. Ever since student
days at Baltimore Friends', where as
school-paper editor (and lacrosse
goalie) he had notions of a career in
journalism, Sachs has weighed
words. There is a book, not for
throwing, in his background. After
Commencement 1954, Sachs took
his Haverford College diploma home
along with a copy of Rufus Jones's
centennial study—Haverford Col-

lege: A History and an Interpretation. The book was presented to
Sachs at graduation by Gilbert F.
White, with inscription. Sachs says,
softly:
"Gilbert White himself doesn't
know how much influence he's had
on me. Ever since Haverford, I have
known that it's possible for someone
to be, simultaneously, a great humanitarian and a real tough cookie."
Other strains were evident in
the makeup of a youth who, accepted by Harvard, instead entered
the Haverford of his Baltimore cousin David M. Blum '50; who went
on to a Fulbright year at Oxford
and then spent nearly two Army
years in France. Spec 3 Sachs's last
great recreational times were in Or'dans and Paris. After coming home
to the chores of Yale Law School
and private practice and federal and
state service, Sachs at age 44 attained the attorney generalship—
where underlings had been wont to
address the holder of that office as
"General." None of that nowadays.
The old enlisted man, sitting at his
desk with coat off and sometimes
with feet up, is most often addressed as Steve.

The 1979 Haverford Award
winners are Charles R.
Ebersol '38, William S.
Halstead '27, and Evarts G.
Loomis '32. Profiles of the
winners will appear in subsequent issues of Horizons.

It startles a newcomer to find
the state's law department housed
in downtown Baltimore, 30 miles
north of the governor, General Assembly, Court of Appeals, and State
House. But a great many state offices are in or near Baltimore. Once,
court business was largely done
there; today, the city and its environs are where lawyers live. The
AG occupies four-plus floors in a
building at Baltimore and Calvert
streets that is but a sidelong glance
from the strip joints of The Block
that have prompted the nickname
Sin City; a building that was burned
out in the Great Fire of 1904, and
rehabilitated. On a street below is
mounted one of the cannonballs
fired at Fort McHenry by the British
in 1814. The offices themselves were
formerly tenanted by the single most
powerful of the Establishment law
firms, Venable Baetjer & Howard, in
which Sachs's Haverford classmate
Ronnie Reno is a leading light. Pending any removal to Annapolis, the
AG's office is a physical reminder to
its head man of conformity, of the
dignity of the law, of the past on
back through W. E. Lunt's famous
course in English constitutional
history.
In Baltimore (where his only serious primary-election rival was an
actual Friends' School classmate),
oldtimers still think of the attorney
general as Leon Sachs's son. Originally a Johns Hopkins University
faculty member (political science),
Leon Sachs was then for 34 years
executive director of the Baltimore
Jewish Council, charged with resisting residential covenants, job discrimination, civil rights infringements
generally. Maryland has done well
lately, as regards anti-Semitism, little
prejudice being evident equally when
electing and re-electing its first Jewish governor and then when hearing
a federal court jury pronounce
Marvin Mandel guilty as charged.
Steve Sachs's own skin is thick

enough. When Mr. and Mrs. Mandel
left the Executive Mansion in Annapolis, moving vans took along a
quantity of its furniture and furnishings. New scandal threatens, following an investigation by Attorney
General Sachs's office and a stateproperty inventory check. An AG
report of more than 300 pages to
Governor Hughes includes recommendations for a new Mandel court
action.
Heritage tells in sensitivity to
suppressed groups. Apart from recent, scant tokenism, the AG's staff,
which numbers 170 lawyers, had always been male and white. The new
regime has already managed to
double the number of blacks; among
new hires, women comprise more
than one third.
An influence here is Sheila K.
Sachs, the Vassar girl from New
York whom he met during his Yale
Law School years (another New
Haven acquaintance who was going
to turn up in after years: a young
Britisher learned in legal thought
and precedent, named Robert
Stevens). Sheila, carried off to Baltimore as a bride, finished college at
Goucher, went through law school,
bore and reared two children, and
said yes to appointment as a member of Baltimore's unpaid school
board. After five years in that ulcerbreeder of a job, she is now a lawyer in fulltime private practice.

C

ampaigning, Steve Sachs
had envisaged a whole new
orientation in the AG's office—a shift from the seemingly passive role of writing legal opinions on
government-agency request to the
forceful one of seeking out noncompliance where it exists, and hollering. He stressed the underplayed
Consumer Protection Division, an
AG subsection. In his first few
months, delving into reported corruption in one county's public defender's office and another's legislative delegation, Sachs was unable to
get indictments and local officials
lambasted him.
On the other hand, he recently
told the state's hesitant new Ethics
Commission to obey the law, by
continuing to preserve confidentiality for its informants, yet also holding open-door meetings. He has exposed the failure continued on page 23
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Academic Focus

a full professor in 1965 after teaching at Yale University. He chaired
the College philosophy department
from 1966 to 1978. The T. Wistar
Brown professor is currently at
work on a book on rationality and
irrationality in contemporary society.
For the past four years, he also has
served on the faculty of the InterUniversity Centre of postgraduate
studies in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.
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Visit to Bangladesh

Molecular biologist Christopher Goff

Dreyfus grant
for biologist
Molecular biologist Christopher
Goff has won a prestigious Camille
and Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar
Grant. He is one of just 16 young
faculty members in the United
States to receive the $35,000 awards
this year, and the only recipient
from a liberal arts college.
Goff, an assistant professor of
biology, has been on the Haverford
faculty since 1975. He will use the
Dreyfus grant for basic research in
biochemistry, and, in the Haverford
tradition, plans to involve undergraduates in his work. Specifically,
Goff intends to develop a laboratory
course in which advanced students
will assist him in an attempt to clone
genes, which are involved in regulating gene expression, from a bacterial virus.
Another College faculty member, professor of chemistry Robert
Gavin, won a Dreyfus award in
1973. Now, with two winners among
its professors, Haverford shares with
Williams and Hope colleges the distinction of having received more
Dreyfus grants on behalf of its faculty than any other liberal arts college in the country. The other 15
awards made this year went to
22 Haverford Horizons
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Philosopher Richard J. Bernstein

major research institutions. Bryn
Mawr College, which has a graduate
school, received a grant in 1974,
which means the cooperative Haverford-Bryn Mawr community currently includes three Dreyfus
winners in its faculty ranks.
In making the 1979 awards, the
Dreyfus Foundation noted that they
were designed to benefit "exceptionally promising young faculty
members who combine an interest
and a demonstrated ability in teaching and performing imaginative
research."

Francis D. Fisher, Henry R.
Luce Professor of Ethics and the
Professions, spent 10 days in Bangladesh this fall on behalf of the American government. At the request of
the United States Agency for International Development, he explored
ways to improve the schedule for
shipping 500,000 tons of wheat each
year to the improverished Asian nation. Fisher talked with American
administrators of the AID program
and Bangladesh government personnel, as well as following the distribution of the grain from the time
of its arrival in Chittagong to its
eventual destination in rural areas.
The Luce professor, a former government administrator, is preparing
a report for Washington on a more
effective grain delivery and distribution system. And undoubtedly his
experience in Bangladesh will turn
up as an empirical example in the
public management class he teaches
at Haverford.

Stevens lectures on law
Bernstein honored
In recognition of his distinguished scholarship and teaching,
Richard J. Bernstein has been
named T. Wistar Brown Professor
of Philosophy. The chair was endowed in 1935 in memory of a
former chairman of the board of
managers. T. Wistar Brown, a businessman, was keenly interested in
the teaching of philosophy and religion. Quaker philosopher Rufus
Jones was the first recipient of the
professorship and Douglas Steere is
currently Emeritus T. Wistar Brown
Professor of Philosophy.
Bernstein came to Haverford as

For three days in October,
President Robert Stevens delivered
a series of lectures at Valparaiso
University School of Law in honor
of the law school's centennial. Entitled "The Valparaiso Experience in
the Context of American Legal Education," Stevens' talks traced the
evolution of the law school at Valparaiso against the backdrop of significant developments in American legal
education. He focused on the changing structure, patterns of teaching
and policy, and the role of substance, style, and scholarship in
legal education. The lectures will be
published this spring in the Valparaiso Law Review.

Authors
By sifting through medical examiners' files and dusty records on
births and deaths in Philadelphia between 1838 and 1901, history professor Roger Lane has produced a
study of the behavior of the living.
His book, Violent Death in the City:
Suicide, Accident, and Murder in
19th-Century Philadelphia, was published last fall by Harvard University
Press. It uses statistics on the way
people die as measures of personal
behavior, especially violence, and
then shows the relative impact of
population growth and other influences on that behavior. Lane believes that the demands of the rising
industrial system, as transmitted
through factories, schools, and bureaucracy, combined to socialize
city dwellers in new ways, to raise
the suicide rate, and to lower the
incidence of simple accident and
murder. He suggests, furthermore, a
relationship between these developments and the violent disorder in
the post-industrial city, which has
lost the older mechanisms of socialization without finding any effective
new ones.
Another major study by a Hayerford faculty member, The Third
World Coalition in International Politics by Robert A. Mortimer, associate professor of political science,
will be issued by Praeger early this
spring. Dealing with the emergence
and the consolidation of the diplomatic block of developing states in
the international system, the book
begins with a sketch of the historical
background of the coalition from
1955 to 1973, then takes a close
look at its role in the United Nations
and in other international conferences. In the final chapters, Mortimer
tries to evaluate the durability of the
coalition and how likely it is to last.
He also discusses the question of
what American policy towards these
developing countries ought to be.
A book that addresses the challenge of improving the status of the
underrepresented ethnic minorities
in the field of medicine was edited
by the husband-and-wife team of
William E. Cadbury Jr. '31, emeritus professor of chemistry, and
Charlotte M. Cadbury. Published by
Futura Publishing Company, Medical Education: Responses to A Chal-

lenge includes 22 papers which offer
practical advice about the special
programs needed to enable more
minority students to enter the
health-care profession.
In honor of the sesquicentennial
of the Bible Association of Friends
in America, librarian and history
professor Edwin B. Bronner wrote
a brief history of the Quaker organization. Entitled Sharing the Scriptures, it was published by the Bible
Association last fall and was the
basis of the keynote address
Bronner gave at the group's 150th
annual meeting held in historic Arch
Street Meeting House. An exhibit of
old and unusual Bibles in the Treasure Room of Magill Library was arranged in conjunction with the anniversary.

Hunter on Russia
Economics professor Holland
Hunter '43 traveled to Moscow this
past fall to present a paper on the
"International Implications of LongDistance Transport of Fuels" at a
conference sponsored by the International Economic Association. He
told the more than 60 transport experts from a dozen countries that
the cities in European Russia "are
becoming increasingly dependent
upon imported fuels and energy"
from Siberia and other remote parts
of the Soviet Union.
While abroad, the economist
also spoke on the same topic at the
University of Glasgow, the Free
University of West Berlin, and the
Amerika Haus in West Berlin.
Another paper by Hunter, entitled "Soviet Economic Problems
and Alternative Policy Responses,"
is the opening essay in a compendium of papers issued by the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress
under the title Soviet Economy in a
Time of Change. Pointing out that
"chronic concealed inflation" is one
cause of the USSR's poor economic
performance in recent years, he
argues that "effective responses to
Soviet economic problems may require fundamental changes in the
Soviet system."
Hunter's observations were
cited in a New York Times column
by economics analyst Leonard Silk.

Sachs continued
of mental-health hospitals to house
some of their retardates separately
from the violently insane. And twice
he has rattled the eyeteeth of the
Maryland Lottery Commission.
Practically coining money, the lottery has been the private domain of
an elderly politician—the same
George P. Mahoney who ran for
Governor back in 1966 only to have
Marylanders decide it would be less
of a calamity to give the job to Spiro
T. Agnew. When Sachs reversed a
former ruling, and ordered Mahoney
to take no part in the all-important
granting of licenses for ticket sales,
a crack may at last have appeared in
the foundations of Fastbucksville, the
largest city in Everybodydoesitland.
Steve Sachs himself buys no
lottery tickets: he knows how unfavorable the odds are. How, a cynic
wonders, can he play the reformer
so successfully? Because he is obviously no prude. And Sachs is able
to stay out of (so far) his party's
mounting brawl over the 1980 presidential nomination, by claiming his
office's need for neutrality. The man
who bore down on labor law while
studying at Yale can relax now,
promising a "soup kitchen" at his
suburban home should Newspaper
Guild friends ever be rendered
hungry by a strike at The
Sunpapers.
But four years will end, even
eight. The bright young man no
longer in his 40s—will he feel that
time is shrinking, lose his nerve and
momentum and, no longer his own
man, stay put? Or will the public's
lawyer, the confident speaker, the
forward-looking tough guy who by
then may have wiped some of the
stains off the shield of his native
state—will he be capable of another
quantum electoral leap?
A keen-eyed newcomer to Venable, Baetjer & Howard, one of
whose partners went in 1976 to the
U.S. Senate, is bullish on the subject of Maryland's attorney general.
"He'll commission some polls, and
read the editorials, and study the
fund-collection reports; he'll listen to
Sheila and some others. But when
he sets his sights, they'll be high.
And what determines them will be
Steve once again making up his own
independent mind."
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A Runner

—Sheely himself won MAC individual titles both years and took the
NCAA regional crown in 1979 after
finishing third as a freshman.

by Greg Kannerstein
. . . It's a treat, being a long-distance runner, out in the world by
yourself with not a soul to make
you bad-tempered or tell you what
to do . . .
— Alan Sillitoe

The Loneliness of the
Long-Distance Runner
The car that had taken Mike
Sheely from Maryland to Pennsylvania was passing Villanova University.
You might have expected it to stop.

Wasn't Villanova a mecca for
runners? Wasn't Sheely a high
school state champion in the twomile (9:03) and mile (4:11.7)? And
wasn't the driver Dave Patrick, who
held the world record for the 880
indoors and who had been one of
Villanova's sub-four-minute milers?
But the car kept going a few
miles down Lancaster Pike where
Patrick's college roommate, Tom
Donnelly, was in his third season as
Haverford track and cross-country
coach.
Two years have not quite
erased Tom Donnelly's memories of
that day. Do you remember approximately when you first met Mike
Sheely, Tom? "It was approximately
9:45 a.m. on March 8, 1978," says
Donnelly. "Dave Patrick, whose
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brother had taught Mike at Kenwood High School in Baltimore,
thought he would benefit more from
Haverford especially since he was
interested in becoming a doctor."
The conversation between
Sheely and Donnelly at that first
meeting was not recorded for posterity. "It was a standoff; Mike's
very quiet and I'm pretty quiet too,"
says Tom, who has been known to
indulge a tongue-in-cheek Irish wit.
Whatever was said or not said

at that meeting, Sheely ended up at
Haverford the next fall. Mike's arrival coincided with those of talented
classmates Dane Rutstein, Kevin
Foley, and Dave Keating, and the
results were soon visible on stopwatches and in scoring charts:

—Haverford finished second in the
Middle Atlantic Conference crosscountry championships that year
and won the MAC crown in 1979, the
first undisputed MAC title for the
College in any sport since the 1950s.
—The Fords qualified for the NCAA
Division III Cross-country championships for the first time ever in
1978. In 1979, Haverford won the
Division III regionals and finished
16th in the national meet at Rock Island, Illinois.

The past two seasons have
seen the full flowering of the renaissance in Haverford running which
Donnelly has inspired. In 1976,
Tom's first season as cross-country
coach, only three runners showed
up for pre-season training camp and
the full squad numbered only 10 by
season's end. Even then, thanks to
strong leadership by John Bartels
'78, the team had a winning season
(6-5). By this past fall, though, 26
were on hand for camp and the full
squad numbered 34.
Sheely says he's not surprised
by the team's success. "Coach

Donnelly led us perfectly. We built
slowly and peaked at just the right
time. A lot of people didn't really
have confidence at first," Mike
points out, "but it was just a matter
of doing it in a race."
Sheely himself has done it more
than once in the big races. He won
the first race he ever entered—a
600-yarder—in his sophomore year
of high school, broke Haverford's
Belmont Plateau home-course record in his first time-trial there, and
set a Haverford record of 8:56 in the
two-mile during the '79 track season.

A 1963 graduate of Haverford, Greg
Kannerstein is an associate dean of
the College, lecturer in the humanities, and baseball coach.

Donnelly feels that Mike's greatest individual race may have been in
the World Cross Country Meet
qualifications held in February of
1979 in Gainesville, Florida. Mike
covered five miles in 24:08 in that
race and went on to compete in the
World Meet in Limerick, Ireland, the
next month.
Donnelly, however, seems
prouder of Mike's leadership role of
the cross-country squad than any of
his individual accomplishments.
"With Mike around, the other guys
take it for granted that they're supposed to run well," says Torn. "He's
not afraid to talk to the other guys
on the team and encourage them."
Joe Schwartz, a freshman,
found out about that quality of
Sheely's last fall. "At first I didn't see

Day" running through Gladwyne
and other towns neighboring the
College. The hill work eventually
leads to a 15-mile run to Manayunk
and back which the runners call the
"Loop of Pain" and Donnelly calls
"their graduation requirement."
Most Tuesdays are spent on
the College track. The runners
cover eight miles, alternating 440s in
63 seconds or less with "fast jogs."
On other days, they are likely to run
4 to 5 miles in the morning and 8 to
10 miles in the afternoon.
Donnelly is not one to make
extravagant claims about his
runners. That's why his matter-offact statements that "Mike could
break four minutes in the mile but
his future is in the 5,000 or 10,000
meters" and that "by next year

Literature continued
trying to put our lives together ourselves than letting some solicitous
"serious" person do it for us.
It is amusing to think that the
great American poet Wallace
Stevens disguised himself cleverly as
a serious person, no less than vice
president of an insurance company
in no less serious a city than Hartford, Connecticut, using this role as
cover for writing subversive poetry
about the central shaping power of
the imagination. What poets do and
what we all do every day are not all
that different, Stevens keeps insisting over and over again, selling us
his life insurance. He says that the
poet can give us that which we have
been searching for in ourselves and
in the life around us and which we
have not yet quite found. He makes
a claim both modest and bold: that
it is the role of the poet to "help
people to live their lives."
Perhaps what Stevens is talking
about may be clearer if we look at
one of his early poems, "Gubbinal."*
That strange flower, the sun,
Is just what you say.
Have it your way.
The world is ugly,
And the people are sad.
That tuft of jungle feathers,
That animal eye,
Is just what you say.

much of Mike during the season—
he was too far ahead of me all the
time," says Schwartz. "But in the
Johns Hopkins meet, he sacrificed
his own time to come back and lead
some of the rest of us to a better
time. That was our best team race,
even though Mike finished back
around fourth or fifth. If some other
runners had done it, it might have
seemed condescending, but the way
Mike did it, the concentration was
on what all of us could achieve."
Donnelly sees Sheely's strengths
as his "natural endurance, his great
ability to run an even pace—a lot of
runners find that very hard."
The 5-11, 145 pounder covers
about 80 to 90 miles in a typical
training week. On Mondays, he and
his teammates will celebrate "Hill

Mike could be one of the best college runners in the country" sound
a bit startling at first.
As for Mike Sheely, he seems
to take everything, well, in stride.
You know he knows it won't all be
easy. Other teams will now be aiming to knock off the suddenly-powerful Fords. He's been bothered by a
cyst behind one knee which required an operation. The chemistry
major he's contemplating requires a
lot of time in the lab.
But when he talks about a year
off before medical school, and you
realize that that year turns out to be
not long before the Los Angeles
Olympics, you remember his ability
to focus on "that one race down the
road" and you start to wonder just
how long Mike Sheely's road really is.

That savage of fire,
That seed,
Have it your way.
The world is ugly,
And the people are sad.

By poetry's great paradox, we can
know the sun only by calling it other
names, by seeing how it resembles
other vital things; and if we do so,
we move toward greater knowing of
and joy in ourselves and the world
around us. Or we are free to refuse
the challenge and continue to live,
seriously, in a sad and ugly world. It
is finally a moral choice.

* Copyright 1923 and renewed 1951
by Wallace Stevens. Reprinted by
permission of Alfred A. Knopf.
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Deep continued
students. Carl Sangree '79 helped
him last year as scientific assistant
and snowmobile driver, and this
past December it was junior Richard
Harvery who drove back and forth
between the base camp the Americans shared with Norwegian construction workers and their observation trailer, located near the summit
of a 2,000-foot Norwegian peak.
Partridge's research is funded
by grants from the National Science
Foundation and NATO. His search
for the precursors of galaxies is part
of a collaborative project with colleagues in three countries. Astronomers at the University of Troms0
continued to carry on aspects of the
joint investigation after the Haverford professor left Norway, and
other parts of the project are going
on at the University of California at
Berkeley and at the universities of
Milan and Bologna.

A

nother major study in which
Partridge is involved may
help to solve the riddle of
the universe's destiny. Its fate, he
says, "is the single largest unanswered question in cosmology." And
apparently it's all a matter of matter—of how much of it there is
altogether.
Scientists are certain that the
expansion of the universe is slowing
down. Gravity tugs at the outward
moving galaxies, checking the momentum of their retreat. The observations Edwin Hubble made to this
effect a half-century ago were confirmed in the mid-seventies by the
careful measurements of another
American, Allan Sandage. But what
we do not know is whether gravity
will predominate over expansion and
eventually halt it; or whether the
universe will continue to expand
forever, albeit at a decreasing rate.
If the pull of gravity proves sufficient to one day counter the momentum of the primordial explosion
which first sent the galaxies flying
apart, the elements of the universe
will stand for an instant at rest, then
the cosmos will collapse upon itself.
The galaxies will begin to move
slowly toward one another. After a
time they will rush together with an
inward movement as violent as the
outward movement characteristic of
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the initial stages of expansion. Upon
crashing into one another, their
gases will mix, and their atoms,
heated by compression, will be consumed in a final fire of extinction—
or, as some astronomers believe,
explode into another creation.
These scientists envisage an endless
cycle of birth, death, and rebirth.
Simply by chance, therefore, the
great outline of everything that has
ever happened will be repeated
again and again. The picture is one
cosmic purposelessness.
The latest evidence, however,
does not support the theory of an
oscillating universe. Oscillation is
premised on the belief that gravity
will eventually halt the outward
movement of the galaxies. But the
strength of gravitational force is determined by the amount of matter in
the universe, and present data suggests that it is insufficient to cause
the universe to fall back upon itself.
Relatively speaking, it is not so
very hard for astronomers to calculate the amount of matter and
energy contained within stars, or
even between stars within a galaxy.
But it is exceedingly difficult to determine the amount of matter in intergalactic space because it has so
far proven to be invisible. Upon just
such an estimate, however, hangs
the fate of the universe. And in collaboration with Haverfordian George
Lake '75, now at the University of
California at Berkeley, and his College research associate, Alan
Kiplinger, Bruce Partridge is looking
between the galaxies in nearby clusters for any trace of the "missing
matter" which might tip the density
scale toward universal collapse.
In one experiment using an optical telescope at Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona, he is searching for
slight enhancements of background
light within clusters of galaxies. So
far, Partridge notes, neither he nor
anyone else has turned up "unambiguous positive evidence for the existence of intergalactic matter at anything like the critical density. For
this reason," he says, "the tide of
opinion in cosmology has shifted
towards the view that the universe
will expand forever."
As the galaxies rush outward,
though, it will grow emptier and as
the stars blink out, colder and
darker. Our sun has been fusing

hydrogen into helium for five billion
years; it is thought to have another
five billion years left. The beginning
of the end will come when it has
exhausted all the hydrogen near its
core and starts to burn the hydrogen in its outer layers. This process
will cause the sun to turn red and
swell, engulfing Mercury and Venus,
and maybe Earth.
The red-giant phase will last
until the hydrogen layer around the
sun's core is consumed, perhaps as
long as a billion years. Then the sun
will contract, its core temperature
will rise until the helium is ignited
and fuses into a heavier element—
carbon, and once again, but more
quickly than the first time, it will become enlarged and red. As it contracts for the second time, however,
the sun will not be able to achieve
enough gravitational energy to produce the heat needed to fuse carbon nuclei into still heavier elements. It will continue to collapse
into a shrunken sphere—a "white
dwarf," hot and incredibly dense.
Eventually it will radiate into space
the last of its stored heat and, now
a "black dwarf," fade into oblivion.
Larger stars are destined for a
more dramatic fate. In such giants,
fusion does not end when all helium
has been converted into carbon.
They may go through several more
cycles of contraction and violent
expansion in which matter is
dispersed into space. But when a
star forms an iron core, scientists
believe it is bound to collapse and
then rebound in a so-called supernova explosion, which blows it to
smithereens. What will be left? Astronomers have coined the word
"pulsar" to refer to a residual sphere
of spinning, tightly packed neutrons.
But if the unexpelled stellar core is
massive enough, they believe the
neutron star may itself collapse into
a "black hole"—a site of such extraordinary density that all matter is
crushed out of existence and not
even light can escape.
Eventually, an ever-expanding
universe will be, as the writer of
Genesis says it was once, "without
form and void," and darkness will
"lie upon the face of the deep." But
for now, Bruce Partridge marvels
that he "can write numbers on the
blackboard which explain its nature
and processes."
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Archibald Macintosh
1899-1980
Archibald Macintosh, emeritus vice president and director of admissions, died on the 30th of January after a long illness.
Retired since 1965, the 80-year-old educator had been associated
with Haverford for more than 60 years. President Robert Stevens described him as "a personification of the College. His zest, his concern,
and his wisdom will be sorely missed," Stevens added, "by all of us
who looked to him as an exemplar of Haverford's ideals."
Macintosh took his A.B. at the College in 1921 and eight years
later returned as assistant to the president, alumni secretary, and
graduate manager of athletics. In 1932 he was named dean of freshmen and director of admissions. The latter post brought him into direct contact with thousands of young men who applied to Haverford
during more than three decades.
"Mac's powerful insight into developing personalities and intellects
allowed him to identify potential others might have missed," John C.
Whitehead, chairman of the board of managers, recalled. "He was a
big, rugged Scot with a gift for caring that helped turn college students into thoughtful, discerning men."
The Haverford admissions director was given the additional title
of vice president in 1942, and for the duration of World War II, President Felix Morley put him in charge of the curriculum and activities of
the nucleus of the College's civilian students. When Morley resigned
in 1945, Macintosh served for a year as acting president, a position he
held again from 1956 to 1957.
Haverford awarded Macintosh an honorary doctor of laws degree
in 1957. In 1959 several grateful alumni established The Archibald
Macintosh Scholarship Fund.
The educator also held an M.A., which he earned at Columbia in
1927, and a Ph.D. in psychology which he took at the University of
Pennsylvania in 1953.
Macintosh is survived by his wife of 56 years, Margaret; two.
children, Charles A. and Gertrude M. Brett; five grandchildren; and a
great-grandson born just seven weeks before his death.
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